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PERFORMING RACIAL AND ETHNIC IDENTITY: DISCRIMINATION BY PROXY AND THE FUTURE OF TITLE VII
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Courts interpreting Title VII have long treated race and ethnicity as biological, morphological concepts and discrimination as a reaction to a set of biologically fixed traits. Meanwhile, they have rejected claims concerning discrimination based on voluntarily chosen physical traits or "performed" behaviors and that communicate racial or ethnic identity. Yet race and ethnicity are effectively produced—that is, they do not exist until one is socially acknowledged as possessing socially coded racial or ethnic markers, whether they are fixed physical features, voluntary appearance choices, or behaviors. This Article argues that it is error to distinguish between Title VII cases concerning morphological as opposed to voluntary racially or ethnically marked features, as the discriminator's motives and the effects of her behavior are the same. Moreover, the morphological model of race/ethnicity is fundamentally contradicted by contemporary biological and sociological studies on race, discrimination studies, and identity performance theories, which indicate that individuals actively work to "perform" racial and ethnic status regardless of, and sometimes in spite of, their morphological traits. Drawing on these studies, this Article shows that courts must hear discrimination claims based on voluntary features if they are to provide a more credible analysis of modern forms of discrimination.
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INTRODUCTION

After almost four decades of enforcement, one would expect that workers would better understand the scope of Title VII's race and national origin discrimination protections. However, all too often, workers are surprised to discover that the voluntary behaviors that they perceive to be an essential part of their racial or ethnic identity are treated by courts as a marginal concern, beyond the scope of the statute's protections. This mistake in perception often has tragic consequences.

The case of McBride v. Lawstaf is a classic example. In that case, Corrine McBride, an employee at the Lawstaf temporary employment agency, challenged the agency's policy of not referring persons who wore all-braided hairstyles to temporary jobs. McBride

1 In the early 1980s, courts reviewing Title VII race and national origin discrimination claims began distinguishing between those claims involving morphological race- or ethnic-associated traits and those involving voluntarily chosen race/ethnicity-associated or ethic-associated traits. Ultimately, they held that Title VII did not provide relief for discrimination claims based on voluntary traits associated with protected class identities. See, e.g., Garcia v. Gloor, 618 F.2d 264, 268–72 (5th Cir. 1980) (denying bilingual Mexican American employee's challenge to employer's English-only rule because language choice was purely voluntary and therefore not included in definition of "national origin" under Title VII); Rogers v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 527 F. Supp. 229, 232 (S.D.N.Y. 1981) (denying African American woman's claim challenging company policy prohibiting all-braided hairstyles because hairstyles are voluntary and therefore not included in definition of race under Title VII); see also Carswell v. Peachford Hosp., No. C80-222A, 1981 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14562, at *6 (N.D. Ga. May 26, 1981) (denying Title VII claim challenging employer policy prohibiting employees from wearing beads in their hair because "the wearing of beads in one's hair is [not] an immutable characteristic, such as national origin, race or sex").

2 Claims concerning voluntary race/ethnicity-associated behavior may be raised as disparate treatment or disparate impact claims; however, both kinds typically fail. In a disparate treatment case, the plaintiff must show that she suffered discrimination under a facially neutral policy applied in a discriminatory manner (e.g., a rule against "unprofessional hairstyles" that is interpreted to prohibit cornrows, or a rule prohibiting a specific racialized or ethnic practice: "No one may wear African-inspired hairstyles"). The employee simply must show that she was treated differently than similarly situated employees who are not members of her race or ethnic group. See, e.g., Gloor, 618 F.2d at 267–69. In a disparate impact case, the plaintiff must show that a facially neutral rule disproportionately affects minority employees in an adverse manner. The rule suspiciously must exclude members of the protected class at a higher rate than outgroup members (e.g., a rule that provides that "no one may wear all-braided hairstyles"). See Marvin F. Hill, Jr. & James A. Wright, Employee Lifestyle and Off-Duty Conduct Regulation 76 (1993). Even if plaintiffs meet these initial burdens, they still might lose if their employers can offer a legitimate business justification for the rule being challenged. See, e.g., Fragante v. City and County of Honolulu, 888 F.2d 591, 595 (9th Cir. 1989).

informed Lawstaf that she believed that its grooming policy served as a cover for discrimination against blacks and, unless it abandoned the policy, she would report the company to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). Lawstaf instead terminated McBride and subsequently prevailed on the Title VII retaliatory discharge claim McBride brought against the company.

To the legal scholar, this result is unsurprising, as it has long been established that Title VII does not prohibit discrimination based on "voluntary" or "performed" aspects of racial or ethnic identity. Therefore, Lawstaf legally could institute a policy rejecting applicants who wear braids and terminate McBride for challenging this policy.

A layperson who values these kinds of practices would be dismayed by the court's ruling in the McBride case. In her mind, it seems clear that Lawstaf's rule prohibiting all-braided hairstyles functionally screens out large numbers of blacks from the agency's employment pool and, on its face, explicitly articulates animosity towards blacks. It is "discrimination by proxy." To the layperson, it seems wholly irrelevant that the conduct at issue is "voluntary."

---

4 Id. at *4.

5 An individual may bring a Title VII retaliatory discharge claim against her employer when she suffers an adverse employment action as a consequence of engaging in a protected activity listed in the statute. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a) (2000). Protected activity includes all activities related to the filing of a discrimination complaint as long as the employee has a reasonable, good faith belief that the behavior or policy, which is the basis for her complaint, is a violation of antidiscrimination law. See EEOC v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 720 F.2d 1008, 1013 (9th Cir. 1983); McBride, 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16190, at *5-*6. In McBride, the court concluded that the plaintiff did not have a reasonable, good faith belief that the "no braided hairstyles" policy violated Title VII because cases since 1978 had established that voluntary aesthetic choices, such as hairstyle, were not part of the definition of racial status protected under Title VII. Id. at *6-*7. Therefore, because McBride had not engaged in protected activity as defined by Title VII, her employer legitimately could fire her for challenging their hiring policies. Id. at *7.


7 Cases concerning race/ethnicity performance discrimination are not limited to the employment context. Students have raised race performance claims challenging school grooming codes as well. See New Rider v. Bd. of Educ., 480 F.2d 693 (10th Cir. 1973) (rejecting First Amendment challenge to school grooming code prohibiting Pawnee students from wearing traditional Native American hairstyles). Additionally, prisoners have raised challenges to grooming codes and disciplinary rules that prohibit or have a disparate impact on religious or race performance behavior. See, e.g., Hines v. S.C. Dep't of Corr., 148 F.3d 353, 356 (4th Cir. 1998) (rejecting Muslim, Rastafarian, and Native American prisoners' challenge to prison disciplinary code requiring short hair and clean-shaven faces); May v. Baldwin, 895 F. Supp. 1398, 1404-05 (D. Or. 1995), aff'd 109 F.3d 557, 564 (9th Cir. 1997) (rejecting black plaintiff's First Amendment challenge to prison regulation prohibiting dreadlocks). These claims typically fail, as courts find that the institution's interest in discipline, order, or encouraging conformity outweighs the individual's interest in expression. Hines, 148 F.3d at 358; see also May, 895 F. Supp. at 1404 (holding that rule prohibiting dreadlocks serves compelling governmental interest in preventing inmates from concealing contraband in their braids).
Sometimes a statute's failure to address a layperson's understanding of a particular injury raises little concern, as the statute reflects Congress's measured consideration of the costs and benefits that are appropriate in addressing a particular injury.\(^8\) In cases like *McBride*, however, the law's disconnect with the layperson's understanding of her injury is more disturbing because the decision turns on a judicially constructed definition of race that has never faced congressional scrutiny. Indeed, a review of the legislative history of Title VII shows that Congress has never indicated that race or national origin should be defined under the statute in a manner that categorically bars all claims concerning voluntary aspects of racial or ethnic identity.\(^9\) These judicially constructed definitions are also a source of concern because they contradict prevailing sociological scholarship and biological studies on race and ethnicity\(^{10}\) and fundamentally con-

---

\(^8\) For a detailed discussion of the relationship between public opinion and legislators' willingness to sponsor civil rights legislation, see PAUL BURSTEIN, DISCRIMINATION, JOBS, AND POLITICS (2d ed. 1998). Burstein explains that though there was some interest in passing an antidiscrimination statute like Title VII in the early 1900s, members of Congress remained cautious about advancing any proposals into the 1940s, largely because they were unsure whether they would alienate portions of the electorate. *Id.* at 98–100. Additionally, Burstein explains that the Supreme Court stood as a formidable barrier to the enforcement of these kinds of statutes. Prior to the New Deal, the Court, almost by reflex, struck down laws regulating workplace conditions. As a consequence, legislators were not motivated to address this problem because they realized that their proposals could not survive judicial review. *Id.* at 16–17.

\(^9\) Title VII provides a narrow list of groups afforded protection, the relevant ones for this discussion being race and national origin, which I refer to as "ethnicity." The statute protects each protected class slightly differently. Importantly, the statute does not define race, nor does it delineate the boundary between natural, involuntary racial/ethnic traits and voluntary, performed racial/ethnic features. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (2000). The legislative history of the statute and its amendments also fail to address this issue. See, e.g., S. REP. NO. 872 (1964), reprinted in 1964 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2355; H.R. REP. NO. 92-238 (1972), reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2137 (discussing 1972 amendments); H.R. REP. NO. 102-40(I) (1991), reprinted in 1991 U.S.C.C.A.N. 549 (discussing 1991 amendments). The legislative history of Title VII does offer a limited definition of national origin. However, it provides no guidance on where to draw the status/conduct divide with regard to this identity category either. See Espinoza v. Farah Mfg. Co., 414 U.S. 86 (1973) (discussing plain language and legislative history of 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–2(a)(1)). Recognizing this ambiguity, the Equal Employment and Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has issued regulations attempting to bring voluntary behavior, such as language choice and accent, under the protection of the statute. See 29 C.F.R. § 1606.7(a) (2003) (explaining that English-only rules can constitute national origin discrimination because they can "create an atmosphere of inferiority, isolation and intimidation based on national origin which [can] result in a discriminatory working environment"). The courts, however, have been somewhat hostile towards strict interpretations of these regulations. See, e.g., Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., 998 F.2d 1480, 1489 (9th Cir. 1993) ("Nothing in the plain language of [Title VII] supports [the] EEOC's English-only rule Guideline.").

\(^{10}\) The majority view in the scientific community is that there are no truly biologically distinct races, given the small degree of genetic difference between races. See, e.g., R. C. Lewontin, The Apportionment of Human Diversity, in 6 EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 381,
tradict prevailing scholarship on the cognitive processes that inform discrimination.\textsuperscript{11}

In light of these concerns, this Article argues that courts should abandon the current definitions of race and ethnicity under Title VII that exempt from protection "voluntary" aspects of racial and ethnic identities—what I call "race/ethnicity performance." Race/ethnicity performance is defined as any behavior or voluntarily displayed attribute which, by accident or design, communicates racial or ethnic identity or status.\textsuperscript{12} It covers racially and ethnically coded indicia such as

\textsuperscript{11} See infra Part I.A.

\textsuperscript{12} This model of "race/ethnicity performance" is based, in part, on Judith Butler's theory of "performativity," which describes gender identity performance. \textit{Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of "Sex"} (1993); see infra Part II.A for a further discussion of Butler's theory and its applicability to race and ethnicity.

Some scholars have indicated that ethnic behaviors or race performance should be understood as part of race and national origin identities without citation to Butler's model. See Karst, supra note 10, at 316-18 (discussing cultural and political aspects of black identity); Juan F. Perea, \textit{Ethnicity and Prejudice: Reevaluating "National Origin" Discrimination Under Title VII}, 35 WM. & MARY L. REV. 805, 857-70 (1994) (arguing that Title VII should be amended to protect ethnic traits); Stephen M. Cutler, Note, \textit{A Trait-Based Approach to National Origin Claims Under Title VII}, 94 YALE L.J. 1164 (1985) (arguing that courts should adopt analysis that includes ethnic traits when considering national origin discrimination claims); see also Kenji Yoshino, \textit{Covering}, 111 YALE L.J. 769, 878-923 (2002) (applying performance theory to analyze gender, race, and sexual ori-
hairstyles and other aesthetic choices, as well as dialect, language choice, and accent.\textsuperscript{13}

In order to apprehend fully the need for race/ethnicity performance discrimination protections, one first must understand how the judiciary's focus on so called "biological" race and ethnicity allows employers to engage in race or national origin-based discrimination without triggering Title VII's protections. Courts have held that an employer only will be held liable under Title VII when she sanctions an employee because the employee involuntarily displays a biological, visible or palpable characteristic associated with a disfavored racial or ethnic group.\textsuperscript{14} The unspoken corollary proposition is that employers therefore have virtually unfettered authority to select or penalize workers based on appearance and behavior, provided that it cannot be shown that the employer's preferences are linked to some involuntary biological and visible race/ethnicity-associated feature.\textsuperscript{15} This regime imposes two costs on minority employees. First, it permits employers, through grooming codes or other rules, to discriminate against workers by proxy, disproportionately screening out or penalizing workers from disfavored racial/ethnic groups based on aesthetics\textsuperscript{16} or

\begin{itemize}
\item See, e.g., Hollins v. Atl. Co., 188 F.3d 652, 661, 663 (6th Cir. 1999) (accepting black female plaintiff's Title VII disparate treatment claim based on her employer's scrutiny of her hairstyles); Fragante v. City and County of Honolulu, 888 F.2d 591, 596–97, 599 (9th Cir. 1989) (rejecting Title VII disparate treatment and national origin claim based on evidence that accent served as basis for denial of position because communication skills were integral to employee's position); Garcia v. Gloor, 618 F.2d 264, 269, 272 (5th Cir. 1980) (rejecting disparate treatment challenge based on employer's imposition of rule prohibiting workers from speaking Spanish at work); Upshaw v. Dallas Heart Group, 961 F. Supp. 997, 1000 (N.D. Tex. 1997) (rejecting disparate treatment claim based, in part, on plaintiff's allegation that she was terminated because her supervisor believed that she "sounded too black").
\item Common law employment rules provide that a private employer has "the right, in the absence of statute or contract to the contrary, to fire an employee for personal reasons, unrelated to job function, that appeal to the employer, the color of hair, a dislike of men who smoke, or have a tattoo, etc." Gregory B. Reilly, Employees' Personal Appearance, 11 LAB. LAW. 261, 262–63 (1995) (quoting Carter v. United States, 407 F.2d 1238, 1244 (D.C. Cir. 1968)); see also HILL & WRIGHT, supra note 2, at 75 (noting that "courts accord significant discretion to management" regarding regulation of employees' appearance). The only limits on this discretion are: (1) Title VII; (2) union rules that prohibit employers from prohibiting certain employee behavior; and (3) state antidiscrimination statutes which may extend to issues beyond the purview of Title VII. See id.
\item This discussion should not be read as an argument against "lookism," or part of the effort to create protections that would prohibit employers from using subjective appearance determinations in making personnel decisions. See Robert Post, Prejudicial Appearances: The Logic of American Antidiscrimination Law, 88 CAL. L. REV. 1, 2–5 (2000) (describing local California ordinance prohibiting employers from using "personal
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behaviors statistically correlated with these groups. Second, and equally important, it devalues the psychological and dignitary interests that employees have in race/ethnicity performance. Under this regime, workers engaged in race/ethnicity performance have no protection from workplace rules that are intended by design to communicate and reinforce their employer's antipathy for their individual racial/ethnic group.

The question thus becomes: Why do we continue to employ a regime that allows discrimination based on race/ethnicity performance? Why do we allow employers to discriminate based on race or ethnicity as long as their behavior does not implicate so-called biological or immutable characteristics? This Article shows that the courts' focus on the biological/voluntary distinction is fundamentally unprincipled and illogical, as the discriminatory animus in cases involving so-called biological racial or ethnic traits and voluntary, performed racial or ethnic traits operates identically. In these two kinds of cases, the employer discriminates against the employee because she has triggered a cultural code associated with a low-status race or ethnic group. In both types of cases, the employer sanctions the employee appearance as basis for employment decisions). Certainly, appearance-based decisions are often unfair and irrational, but they are also unavoidable. We have an inherent tendency to make predictions about others based on the social medium of appearance. See id. at 2 (arguing that human beings inevitably rely on physical traits in making judgments about others, as these features serve as symbols that trigger social meaning); see also Judith Butler, "Appearances Aside," 88 CAL. L. REV. 55, 58–59 (2000) ("[A]ppearance provides the epistemological condition for judging another person's worth or skill, even if that worth or skill is not, as it often is not, reducible to appearance itself."). This Article, however, does suggest that we all should be vigilant about how stigma associated with certain race and national origin groups tends to shape how we regard styles and behavior associated with these groups, independent of these traits' objective value. See infra notes 87–88 and accompanying text.

Indeed, with a sufficient number of grooming and behavioral requirements that prohibit race/ethnicity-associated behaviors, employers can create such a hostile environment that minority employees voluntarily "elect" to leave their employ. For a discussion of the negative psychological effect these policies have, see Martha Chamallas, Structuralist and Cultural Domination Theories Meet Title VII: Some Contemporary Influences, 92 Mich. L. Rev. 2370, 2407–08 (1994). Chamallas explains that workplace rules that prohibit culture-specific behavior create an atmosphere of intimidation for minority employees and send a clear message of inferiority. For an illustration of a claim based on this view, see Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., 998 F.2d 1480, 1487–88 (9th Cir. 1993).

See, e.g., Paulette M. Caldwell, A Hair Piece: Perspectives on the Intersection of Race and Gender, 1991 DUKE L.J. 365 (1991). Caldwell's seminal article is the first scholarly discussion of the race-based dignitary and identity issues that shape Title VII grooming code challenges. See also Chamallas, supra note 17, at 2408 (explaining that workplace rules that are hostile to cultural practice exact dignitary harm); John M. Kang, Deconstructing the Ideology of White Aesthetics, 2 MICH. J. RACE & L. 283, 316 (1997) (arguing that by validating such rules, courts strip race/ethnicity-associated behaviors, such as hairstyles, of their heritage and cultural meaning).
because of a fear of racial or ethnic presence: The employee’s appearance reminds the employer of the employee’s minority status and her potential to disrupt the current cultural hegemony of the workplace.\textsuperscript{20}

This Article suggests that the reason for the courts’ emphasis on biology is more a consequence of American history, culture, and politics rather than any logical or scientific proposition.\textsuperscript{21} It also notes that the discrimination paradigm currently in use is informed by an assimilationist world view that is the product of a specific historical moment, during which Americans were encouraged to believe that status equality merely required us to tolerate biological, visible markers of race and ethnicity, but that we could and should require, in less formal ways, that voluntary racial and ethnic markers be surrendered.\textsuperscript{22} This paradigm is also based on a paternalistic logic which posits that only the truly assimilated will be able to participate fully in civil life, and that employers can be trusted to facilitate that process. However, assimilationist and paternalist approaches to discrimination issues have been challenged deeply in contemporary society; as such, an antidiscrimination regime that uncritically adopts this kind of approach seems disturbingly outdated,\textsuperscript{23} and it will be blind to a large swath of behavior we now recognize as discrimination.

Therefore, this Article argues that there is an urgent need to redefine Title VII’s definition of race and ethnicity to include both biological, visible racial/ethnic features and performed features associated with racial and ethnic identity. Part I of the Article uses Gordon Allport’s seminal work, The Nature of Prejudice,\textsuperscript{24} to describe the cognitive processes that undergird discrimination. I refer to these processes, collectively, as racial or ethnic ascription. Section A explores morphology-based ascription (the primary means by which subjects are racialized and ethnically categorized in society). It then notes that morphology-based ascription does not operate solely as a consequence of biology, revealing that the racial and ethnic assignment process is, in fact, an enterprise informed by socially derived

\textsuperscript{20} This view relies heavily on the “group position” model, a model drawn from the field of social psychology. The “group position” model is based on the proposition that “prejudice . . . involves most centrally a commitment to a relative status positioning of groups in a racialized social order.” Lawrence D. Bobo, Prejudice as Group Position: Microfoundations of a Sociological Approach to Racism and Race Relations, 55 J. Soc. Issues 445, 447 (1999). For an application of the model to workplace culture, see infra Part II.B.

\textsuperscript{21} See infra Part I.A.


\textsuperscript{23} See id. at 132–59 (describing beginnings of cultural pluralism theories).

knowledge. Section B explores performance-based ascription and shows that the same ascription process that informs discrimination triggered by morphology also triggers discrimination in cases involving "voluntary" race/ethnicity-associated behavior. Section C further argues that, since the same cognitive process is at issue in cases involving involuntary morphological racial or ethnic traits and in cases involving "voluntary" race/ethnicity performance, Title VII should offer racialized and ethnic subjects protection for both of these triggers for discrimination.

Part II builds on the previous discussion about the cognitive logic of discrimination and examines the sociological justifications for protecting voluntary race/ethnicity-associated behavior under Title VII. It relies on identity performance theory and group psychology models to explain why Title VII should prohibit discrimination based on voluntary aspects of racial and ethnic identity. Section A uses Judith Butler's "performativity" model25 to explain the psychological and dignitary value that race/ethnicity-associated behavior has for employees. Section B draws insights from group psychology to explain why race/ethnicity performance tends to disturb members of outgroups.26 The Section discusses both group position theory and aversive racism to describe the dynamics of contemporary discrimination. Section C explores how these theories assist us in understanding the competing stakes at issue in race/ethnicity performance cases, including the employer's and the employee's interest in freedom of expression, the employee's dignitary concerns, and society's interest in protecting against conditions that encourage racial and ethnic segregation and stratification.

Part III examines the rhetorical and doctrinal tools that courts have developed to justify the rule exempting race/ethnicity performance from Title VII's protection. Section A explains how courts in the seminal cases on this issue severed race and national origin into two parts, creating a distinction between involuntary, biological features and voluntary aspects of each protected status or identity category. Section B shows that the rationales supplied for the distinctions between biological and voluntary features resulted from courts' use of undertheorized analogies between the interests raised in gender performance cases and the distinct interests at stake in race and ethnic identity performance cases.27 Section B then shows that the

---

25 See generally BUTLER, supra note 12.
26 When discussing issues of racist antipathy or ethnic discrimination, I use the term "outgroup" to refer to persons outside of a particular individual's race or ethnic group.
27 Most of the mistakes made in this analysis stem from a radically oversimplified understanding of the concept of immutability as it is used in equal protection doctrine. For
race/ethnicity performance framework allows the development of narratives that better account for the various competing interests in race and national origin discrimination cases: the worker's autonomy, dignity, and social justice concerns; the employer's expressive and financial concerns; and society's interest in maximizing equality and opportunities for interracial and cross-ethnic interaction. Section C explores the repercussions triggered by certain ill-conceived judicial opinions equating gender and race/ethnicity performance and demonstrates how, with more thoroughly considered parallels between these components of identity, courts could yield more productive insights about identity performance generally. Section C argues that our current approach relies on flat parallels that do not take into account the different weight autonomy, dignity, and social stratification concerns play in race and national origin discrimination cases as compared with gender cases.

Finally, Part IV addresses the legal, economic, and political concerns most likely to be invoked in opposition to the race/ethnicity performance model. Section A examines legal challenges, including statutory construction arguments, special rights claims, and concerns about enhancing judges' power to codify racial and ethnic identity. Section B addresses market-based challenges, namely the concern that race/ethnicity performance protections will interfere with employers' ability to market their products, discipline their workers, and increase their potential liability for workplace discrimination. Section C addresses the primary political concern about the model, namely that race/ethnicity performance protections encourage separatist attitudes in an era in which Americans need to be more focused on becoming a more cohesive community. Part IV demonstrates that rather than encouraging divisiveness, race/ethnicity performance protections help ensure that the workplace is a space for mutual recognition and respect regardless of race or ethnicity. These protections create the context for a free exchange of race/ethnicity-associated traditions, the

a discussion regarding some of the concerns about the immutability doctrine, see Janet E. Halley, Sexual Orientation and the Politics of Biology: A Critique of the Argument from Immutability, 46 STAN. L. REV. 503 (1994) (explaining that immutability criterion in Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection inquiry is based on biological construct of race and sex); Kenji Yoshino, Assimilationist Bias in Equal Protection: The Visibility Presumption and the Case of "Don't Ask, Don't Tell," 108 YALE L.J. 485 (1998) (same).

28 See generally DAVID A. HOLLINGER, POSTETHNIC AMERICA: BEYOND MULTICULTURALISM 105–29 (2d ed. 2000) (expressing concerns about how identity politics tend to encourage groups to treat their experiences of oppression as irreducible and encourages individuals to form coalitions based on facile constructions of ethnic and racial identity); see also MARTHA MINOW, NOT ONLY FOR MYSELF: IDENTITY, POLITICS, AND THE LAW 32–46 (1997) (discussing various arguments against identity politics).
necessary precursor to creating a diverse but cohesive American community.

I

ONE OF THESE THINGS IS NOT LIKE THE OTHER: LEARNING TO RECOGNIZE RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCE

Section A of this Part begins with a description of morphology-based racial and ethnic ascription. Next, it deconstructs the morphology-based racial/ethnic ascription process, showing that this kind of ascription is not a natural reaction to objective biological facts but, rather, is a learned response based on socially derived knowledge about how to identify particular races and ethnic groups. Section B explores performance-based ascription, demonstrating its similarities to the morphological ascription process, as well as noting certain differences which further establish the need for antidiscrimination protections for performative features of protected identities. Section C explores the reasons courts likely have been loath to recognize performance-based discrimination, despite its obvious parallels to morphology-based discrimination and suggests ways to address these concerns. Specifically, this Section shows that judges' failure to account for the role politics and culture play in triggering morphology-based racial and ethnic ascription has made them unnecessarily wary about proscribing discrimination that is triggered by race/ethnicity-associated behaviors—what I call performance-based racial and ethnic ascription.

A. Morphology-Based Ascription

1. A Primer on Morphology-Based Racial and Ethnic Ascription

The cognitive process that people rely on to ascertain the race or ethnicity of another person is referred to here as racial or ethnic ascription. Racial/ethnic ascription works by triggering racial or ethnic associations when one sees another person display certain traits. The most common form of racial and ethnic ascription is morphology-based ascription. This kind of ascription occurs when a subject interprets another person's visible, physical features to correlate with a set of features she identifies with a certain race or ethnic group.

29 Specifically, Gordon Allport explains in his seminal book, *The Nature of Prejudice*, that "[t]he human mind must think with the aid of categories" or generalizations. "Once formed, categories are the basis for normal prejudgment." *Allport, supra* note 24, at 20. Once trained to recognize racial categories, an individual typically assigns persons to these categories based on conspicuous, visible cues. *Id.* at 21.
These features include skin color, hair texture, and nose or eye shape. The subject learns to correlate these traits with one of three or four racial categories and, in some cases, an ethnic subgroup. Stated alternatively, morphology-based racial/ethnic ascription operates by those "common sense" cognitive rules that cause a person to conclude automatically that chocolate skin tones signify that a person is African, that olive skin tones indicate Latin origin, that certain eye shapes are Asian or Caucasian, or that particular nose structures are Caucasian or African. This cognitive process is such a well-entrenched part of social interaction that it typically functions unnoticed. This is evidenced by the fact that most Americans believe that they can, upon review of a person's physical traits, easily identify the person's race or ethnicity.

Most people assume that race/ethnicity-associated morphology provides an objective, unchanging basis for ascription. But as a person's range of human interaction increases, she is confronted with evidence that demonstrates the limits and inconstancy of morphological markers, and her ability to decisively link specific morpholog-

---

30 Id. at 131-36.
31 For the purposes of this discussion, I recognize four races: blacks, whites, Latinos, and Asians. I recognize, however, that many ethnic groups cannot be assigned consistently to any of the four race categories. For example, Filipinos are recognized variously as Latino or Asian. Samoans also defy easy categorization. My decision to treat Latinos as a race may raise some concerns, particularly since Title VII claims brought by members of this "race" typically frame their claims as national origin claims, each concerning a specific Latin ethnicity. Latinos themselves often resist characterizations that assume connections between Latin ethnicities, explaining that American race categories fail to capture adequately their experience of race, ethnicity, and culture. See Bernardo M. Ferdman & Plácida I. Gallegos, Racial Identity Development and Latinos in the United States, in New Perspectives on Racial Identity Development: A Theoretical and Practical Anthology 32, 33 (Charmaine L. Wijeyesinghe & Bailey W. Jackson, III eds., 2001) [hereinafter New Perspectives]. Because various Latino ethnic groups are composed of persons with varying skin tones, members of the same family or ethnic enclave might fall into different racial categories according to American race categories. Michael Omi & Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1980s, at 61 (1986); see also Mirta Ojito, Best of Friends, Worlds Apart, N.Y. Times, June 5, 2000, at A1. Further complicating matters, studies investigating Latinos' self-identification indicate that an individual may represent himself as a member of different racial groups depending on the circumstances. Ferdman & Gallegos, supra, at 43. While recognizing these problems, I characterize Latinos as a racial group because much of their experience of discrimination in the United States is premised on stigmatic associations broadly attributed to a Latin identity, real or imagined.
32 Allport, supra note 24, at 132-34.
33 Omi & Winant, supra note 31, at 62 ("One of the first things we notice about people when we meet them . . . is their race."); see also id. at 23-24 (describing how Americans aggregate individuals of various ethnicities into broader racial categories, thinking they "all look alike").
34 Allport, supra note 24, at 172 ("Many people find . . . that the more they know about a group the less likely they are to form monopolistic categories.").
ical features with particular races or ethnic groups grows less sure. For example, an individual may encounter persons whose morphological features simply are indeterminate or whose morphology could associate them with any one of a number of races or ethnic groups.

Additionally, with more experience, an individual learns that the paradigmatic traits of her own race or ethnic group are shared by other groups. For example, a black worker will discover that the range of brown skin tones she has learned to interpret as indicating that a person is black also might signal an Asian background, in the form of Pakistani or Indian heritage, a Latino background for Cape Verdean or Dominican persons, or a Middle Eastern heritage. Alternatively, she learns that the paradigmatic morphology associated with other races or ethnic groups appears in her own racial or ethnic group. For example, the Irish American worker identifying as white learns that Jews, Italians, and Greeks, who also identify as white, have nose shapes and hair textures that sometimes correlate with persons of African heritage. Collectively, these experiences counsel that there are no definitive morphological markers for a particular race or ethnicity. They also demonstrate that the racial and ethnic constructs that each person employs in daily life are shaped by her individual life experience.

Ironically, although we are surrounded by all the information necessary to deconstruct race and ethnicity, most of us selectively process this evidence and maintain the view that there are stable, morphologically distinct races and ethnic groups. Indeed, some evidence even suggests that once an individual learns to correlate certain morphology with racial and ethnic difference, she is even more inclined to interpret ambiguous physical features as being correlated with established racial and ethnic categories. Despite our ingrained reliance

35 See, e.g., Perkins v. Lake County Dep't of Util., 860 F. Supp. 1262, 1270 (N.D. Ohio 1994) (discussing Native American expert's claim that he could identify Native Americans by their physical features but admitting that others had misinterpreted his features to assume that he was Mexican or Italian).

36 Allport recounts a stark moment in the 1950s South when a Hindu woman's sophistication about morphological paradigms allowed her to negotiate the tiers of legal rights afforded under Jim Crow. He explains:

A Hindu woman traveling in a southern state was denied a hotel room by a clerk who noticed her dark skin. The woman thereupon took off her head-dress and showed that she had straight hair—and obtained accommodations. To the clerk it was color that cued his first behavior. The Hindu lady, with her keener sense of “small differences,” forced the clerk to alter his perception, and reclassify her. ALLPORT, supra note 24, at 134.

37 See id. at 134 (explaining that we categorize others by race even when we find their ethnicity ambiguous). The more prejudiced a person is, the more inclined she is to notice
on these constructs, most people can recall some experience in which morphology has failed to provide a clear basis for identifying another person's race or ethnicity, even if we ultimately decided that the person belonged within an established racial or ethnic group. Yet even after these experiences showing their failures and limitations, Americans continue to use racial and ethnic constructs to assist them in social interactions. Given their obdurate, central role in American life, one must assume that race and ethnicity provide some social value; otherwise, these constructs would not endure. The question is: What helpful role do these constructs play in social life?

The first and easiest explanation for the resilience of racial and ethnic constructs is that they enable people to draw quick, generalizable assumptions about the tastes, interests, or beliefs of an individual and whether she will be amenable to certain kinds of contact.\textsuperscript{38} Sometimes these generalizations are benign. Although the individual who is racially or ethnically categorized may be offended by the attitudes attributed to her, the consequences of the mistake are minimal, as they can be rebutted through further interaction. Other morphology-based ascriptive attributions pose more serious problems, such as racist or ethnically-biased generalizations about an individual's physical or intellectual potential. These capacity-based generalizations are more disturbing because, first, they tend to decrease opportunities for interaction and, second, they serve as a basis to deny individuals social benefits.\textsuperscript{39} Antidiscrimination law is concerned only with this second, capacity-based group of race and ethnicity-based generalizations.

The second reason for our reliance on racial and ethnic categories stems from our intellectual and legal history. The belief in stable, morphologically distinct racial groups is a remnant of biological theories of race and ethnicity that were hegemonic in the scientific community in America until the early twentieth century.\textsuperscript{40} During that

\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 173–75.

\textsuperscript{39} Marilynn Brewer discusses this disturbing phenomenon, explaining:

\textit{Ingroup membership is a form of contingent altruism. By limiting aid to mutually acknowledged [racial] ingroup members, total costs and risks of nonreciprocation can be contained. Thus, ingroups can be defined as bounded communities of mutual trust and obligation that delimit mutual interdependence and cooperation. An important aspect of this mutual trust is that it is depersonalized, extended to any member of the ingroup whether personally related or not.}


\textsuperscript{40} In the nineteenth century, scientists developed a number of studies to prove that there were essential genetic and biological differences between the races, including studies
period, eugenics provided a powerful scientific rationale for creating distinctions between the races, specifically between African slaves and white slaveholders,\textsuperscript{41} as well as between whites eligible for citizenship and non-white "others" granted contingent license to live and work in the United States.\textsuperscript{42} Eugenics also grounded ethnic difference; ethnic groupings appeared and disappeared as these distinctions were used as rationales to explain the allegedly different capacities of subgroups within racial categories.\textsuperscript{43} Although eugenics has receded from center stage, our history has been indelibly shaped and marked by racial and ethnic constructs; therefore, we continue to refer to these constructs to understand our history and the connection of past struggles to contemporary disputes.

This Article argues that it is critical to tap into the insights provided by earlier morphological debates in order to have a complete understanding of contemporary racial and ethnic constructs and contemporary discrimination. Indeed, far from being mere historical artifacts, these earlier fights about morphology hold useful lessons for understanding some of the trends in contemporary debates about race, ethnicity, and discrimination. The following subsection explores some of these lessons, including how past fights about racial and ethnic morphology can provide a basis for theorizing about how morphological fights will play out in the future and their effect on the distribution of social benefits.

2. Understanding the Politics of Morphology-Based Ascription

Because race and ethnicity have played such a central role in American political and social life, the manipulation of morphological race and ethnic group constructs during each historical period pro-

\begin{itemize}
  \item documenting differences in skin color, hair texture, facial angles, jaw size, cranial capacity, brain shape, and overall brain size. See Haney López, supra note 10, at 14 & nn.53–54; Cheryl I. Harris, Whiteness as Property, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 1707, 1739 n.139 (1993). For a more detailed description of these theories, see generally Thomas F. Gossett, Race: The History of an Idea in America 54–83 (Oxford Univ. Press 1997) (1963); see also Michael Banton, Racial Theories 87–97 (2d ed. 1998). These theories lost sway as sociologists began to challenge the belief that there are any inherent qualitative differences between racial subjects and began to recognize pluralist models of society that recognized the same essential human potential in all races. Id.; see also supra note 10.
  \item See generally Ariella J. Gross, Litigating Whiteness: Trials of Racial Determination in the Nineteenth-Century South, 108 Yale L.J. 109 (1998) (analyzing court definitions of "whiteness" in racial determination cases concerning slave codes in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries); Harris, supra note 40, at 1739–40.
\end{itemize}
vides a snapshot of the social tensions of the era. Additionally, these early cases demonstrate courts' recognition of the fluid nature of racial and ethnic morphological descriptions and their ability to change the rules of the game when established morphologic descriptions no longer served their intended purposes. For example, a review of racial determination cases from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries shows that morphological race and ethnic group descriptions often shifted to accommodate the political needs of the time. Specifically, morphological descriptions of racial groups were continually manipulated to maintain the separate tiers of rights accorded to white citizens, black slaves, and other immigrants. Ethnicity within racial groups also was variously highlighted or ignored as whites determined how to market slaves and how to make arguments about distinguishing between waves of "non-white" immigrants. Legislators and judges during this period acted as though they simply were translating eugenics' "scientific" premises into rational, bright line legal rules; however, a review of these cases shows that they only selectively referred to scientific materials and relied more heavily on common sense and social exigencies to define the races.

Court decisions of this era sometimes highlight the contemporaneous social tensions in stark terms. For example, in the nineteenth century, courts policing the divide between black and white persons faced serious challenges in enforcing morphology-based race distinctions. Much of the problem stemmed from the fact that the paradigmatic physical traits associated with races failed to faithfully track bloodlines and genes. Consequently, legislators and courts applying slave codes, hypodescent rules, and immigration laws were forced to treat biracial and multiracial persons who displayed paradigmatic white morphology as members of subordinated minority groups.

44 Gross, supra note 41, at 111-13 (discussing courts' role in constituting racial identity during antebellum period); id. at 123-76 (discussing trials).
45 See infra notes 48-66 and accompanying text.
46 LITTLEFIELD, supra note 43, at 8-31 (discussing early Americans' intense interest in ethnicity of slaves based on perception that some were harder or more suited for certain kinds of labor than others).
47 GORDON, supra note 22, at 8-31 (discussing early Americans' intense interest in ethnicity of slaves based on perception that some were harder or more suited for certain kinds of labor than others).
48 See Gross, supra note 41, at 137-41 (explaining that morphology often did not track bloodlines in manner that permitted clear demarcation of races).
49 Hypodescent rules were used to quantify the amount of black "blood" or ancestry that required an individual to be socially recognized as black. See Harris, supra note 40, at 1740 n.144 (explaining that hypodescent rules were designed to ensure that racially mixed persons were assigned status of socially subordinate parent); see also Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution Is Colorblind," 44 STAN. L. REV. 1, 33-34 (1991) (discussing use of descent rules in institutionalizing and legitimizing subordinate minority class).
50 See Gross, supra note 41, at 137-41 (discussing cases in which testimony about physical appearance was countered with testimony about ancestry). Gross analyzes sixty-eight
Also, as various state legislatures and courts adopted different standards of purity for their bloodline rules, the range of features legally recognized as white differed from case to case and jurisdiction to jurisdiction.51

In some cases, the court would openly reveal its frustration with the inconstancy of these morphological paradigms, particularly when presented with skin color claims. Indeed, during the mid-nineteenth century, white skin served as the primary morphological feature distinguishing whites from blacks. However, courts recognized that this feature could be misleading, as this hallmark trait also appeared within various other racial and ethnic categories. It was clear to them that white skin was not a feature exclusive to European Americans. The Michigan Supreme Court commented on this problem in *People v. Dean,* recognizing that “[t]here are white men as dark as mulattoes, and . . . pure blooded Albino Africans as white as the whitest Saxons.”52 In light of this fact, the court found it difficult to assert that white skin should be treated as a presumptive marker of white identity. Because of these concerns, it resorted to a default position, using blood line evidence to definitively resolve the question of the

 trials in the nineteenth century in which courts were required to litigate the racial status of plaintiffs. She shows that, because mixed race plaintiffs in these cases often displayed morphology associated with “whiteness,” courts were forced to receive evidence and engage in an extended inquiry into these persons’ racial status. *Id.* at 122, 137–41. These trials were based on a fundamental paradox. The law posited that race was an obvious, surface observation that could be proven by reference to morphological difference. However, these racial determination trials often turned on the question of “blood,” with courts arguing that morphology was misleading and blood lines were the only true determinant of racial status. Harris, *supra* note 40, at 1739. Review of the racial determination cases shows that courts offered a variety of justifications for their conclusions: scientific studies, morphological paradigms, common sense, and race-associated behavior (of course, the behaviors attributed to groups reflected the stereotypes and racist antipathy of the era). Gross, *supra* note 41, at 132–76; see also Gotanda, *supra* note 49, at 26–27 (discussing political importance of hypodescent rules); Harris, *supra* note 40, at 1740 (noting that legal standards applied in racial determination cases were increasingly “designed to accomplish what mere observation could not: ‘That even Blacks who did not look Black were kept in their place’”) (quoting Raymond T. Diamond & Robert J. Cottrol, *Codifying Caste: Louisiana’s Racial Classification Scheme and the Fourteenth Amendment,* 29 Loy. L. Rev. 255, 281 (1983)).

51 For a detailed examination of this issue, see Charles S. Mangum, Jr., *The Legal Status of the Negro* (1940). Cheryl Harris also provides a useful discussion contrasting the different hypodescent rules applied in different jurisdictions in the nineteenth century. See Harris, *supra* note 40, at 1738 & nn.136–38. Compare *People v. Dean,* 14 Mich. 406, 424–25 (1866) (applying rule that persons with less than one-quarter black blood are white for purposes of state voting statutes), with *State v. Chavers,* 50 N.C. (1 Jones Eq.) 11, 14–15 (1857) (applying rule that persons with less than one-sixteenth black blood are white).

52 *Dean,* 14 Mich. at 423.
plaintiff's racial standing.\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Dean} is an important case for our purposes because the court explicitly acknowledges that morphology-based descriptions of the races provide no clear answers and are based on contingent, selective interpretations of physical evidence.

The symbolic ambiguity of white skin became more of a problem for courts as the number of mulatto slaves possessing this culturally-loaded morphological feature increased. The social and political imperatives of the era were clear: White slave owners who had sexual relationships with black slaves needed ways to ensure that their mixed race offspring remained a part of the slave class.\textsuperscript{54} This well-established rule enabled them to easily increase their property holdings and also to avert potential family conflict. Cognizant of this pressure, the Virginia Supreme Court maneuvered in \textit{Hudgins v. Wrights}\textsuperscript{55} to increase the importance of physical characteristics other than white skin in race determination cases. The \textit{Hudgins} court explained that "[n]ature has stampt upon the African and his descendents two characteristic marks, besides the difference of complexion, which often remain visible long after the characteristic distinction of colour either disappears or becomes doubtful; a flat nose and woolly head of hair."\textsuperscript{56} With this rhetorical move, the \textit{Hudgins} court reordered the hierarchy of morphological traits used to denote "whiteness" and, in doing so, defeated hopeful mixed race plaintiffs' claims that white skin would be treated as a presumptive marker of "white" identity.

The \textit{Hudgins} decision is notable for making it clear that courts could amend or retract morphological rules for identifying the races if and when the occasion required. As in \textit{Hudgins}, courts that wanted to deny multiracial plaintiffs the privileges of whiteness could simply choose to emphasize additional morphological bases upon which to deny mixed race plaintiffs' claims. The \textit{Hudgins} decision is also notable in that it attempts to naturalize and sanitize the obvious political component of its decision by citing the "Laws of Nature" to justify

\textsuperscript{53} The \textit{Dean} court was asked to determine whether a voting statute that limited the franchise to white citizens should be construed to prohibit the racially mixed plaintiff from voting. Although the court openly criticized blood line rules and morphological paradigms of difference, citing their inconstancy as the basis for its complaint, \textit{id.} at 417, it ultimately turned to a blood line analysis for its conclusion. It ruled that any person with more than three-quarters white ancestry should be treated as white and would be granted the right to vote in the state of Michigan. \textit{id.} at 425.

\textsuperscript{54} Indeed, the progeny of these unions were destined to become slaves. Contrary to America's traditional reliance on patrilineal descent to determine one's social standing, children born of slave mothers inherited the status of the mother. See Haney López, \textit{supra} note 10, at 1.

\textsuperscript{55} 11 Va. (1 Hen. & M.) 134 (1806).

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{id.} at 139.
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its decision to increase the morphological burden of proof for mixed race litigants.

America's early immigration cases provide additional illustration of how courts in our early history openly acknowledged the fluid nature of morphological race definitions and shaped them to deal with the political imperatives of the moment. Early citizenship litigation focused on maintaining whiteness as an exclusive, limited category because only those persons recognized as white were granted the full rights of citizenship. Although a number of scientific authorities provided guidance on how to categorize persons within racial groupings, a review of citizenship litigation between 1790 and 1870 shows that the courts only selectively referred to these materials. Instead, they manipulated the evidence and interpreted the requirements of whiteness with the singular goal of complying with social expectations.

For example, in *In re Ah Yup,* the court was asked to determine if Ah Yup, a Chinese man, legally should be recognized as white. The court here, again, admits the inconstancy of morphological racial paradigms, explaining that the term "white person" refers to an "indefinite description of a class of persons," as "none can be said to be literally white, and those called white may be found of every shade from the lightest blonde to the most swarthy brunette." Consequently, the court concluded that the term "white person" should be interpreted in a manner consistent with the "well settled meaning in common popular speech," which indicated that it "would intend a person of the Caucasian race." Here, again, one sees that the significance of white skin (arguably the primary social marker of whiteness) could be

---

57 In *White By Law,* Haney López performs a close reading of appeals of citizen determination trials between 1870 and 1950, specifically exploring the race-based claims petitioners were forced to make to demonstrate their right to citizenship. HANEY López, supra note 42. Prior to the Civil War Amendments, a person could petition for citizenship only on the grounds that he was "white." *Id.* at 39–44. Although the franchise ultimately was extended to blacks, immigrants did not attempt to gain the rights of citizenship by offering proof that they were black, recognizing that there were significant privileges attached to whiteness and that blacks were actually second class citizens. *Id.* at 52–53. Courts in these cases sometimes refused to base their decisions on the conclusions produced by eugenics, particularly when these scientific studies contradicted social expectations about the membership of particular races. *Id.* at 7.

58 *Id.* at 5–8.

59 1 F. Cas. 223, 223 (C.C.D. Cal. 1878).

60 *Id.*

61 *Id.* The court ultimately conceded that neither the plain language of the immigration statutes nor their legislative history established Caucasians as the sole group entitled to be called "white." However, the court argued that it could be inferred from these materials that Congress did not intend for "Mongolians" to be treated as white persons. *Id.* at 224.
cabined if recognition of the feature would defy social expectations about members of this racial category.

Similarly, in *Ex Parte Shahid*, the court expressed doubt about the validity of morphological inquiry in race determination cases. In *Shahid*, the court was asked to determine whether a “walnut”-colored Syrian man should be legally recognized as a “white person.” Characterizing the morphological inquiry as a thankless task, the court questioned whether it was possible to determine “[w]hat degree of colorization . . . constitute[d] a white person as against a colored person” and indicated that it was loathe to take “responsibility by ocular inspection of determining the shades of different colorization where the dividing line [stood] between white and colored.” After an exegesis on various cases regarding the proper dividing lines between the races, the court rejected these authorities, opting instead to resolve the question of the litigant’s racial status based on its own statutory interpretation, which in this case was simply the “common” or “natural” definition of “white person” for the Congress that authored the citizenship statutes. The court ruled that because the Congress that created the laws in question presumed that the term “white” only referred to white persons of European origin, Shahid’s claim must be denied.

These examples from the racial determination cases between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries show that even when our laws were expressly conditioned on the view that there were stable, morphologically distinct races, courts manipulated morphological paradigms, scientific data, and blood line evidence with the ultimate goal of producing race definitions that matched the social expectations of their time. These cases confirm that the morphological inquiry about race, and even ethnicity, has always been fluid and always has

---

63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id. at 814.
66 Id. at 816–17. In some cases, courts explicitly would reject the conclusions dictated by eugenics when these conclusions contradicted common sense understandings. See, e.g., United States v. Thind, 261 U.S. 204 (1923) (rejecting Indian man’s claim of whiteness based on inclusion of Indians in scientific definition of Caucasian because common sense definition of Caucasian established that Indians were not considered white); Ozawa v. United States, 260 U.S. 178 (1922) (rejecting proposition that white skin was determinative feature of whiteness, accepting instead scientific definition of whiteness, which was persons of Caucasian descent, and denying Japanese man’s citizenship claim).
67 Haney López argues that courts made their determinations about racial status by relying on one or more of the following four sources: (1) common knowledge; (2) science; (3) legislative history; and (4) precedent. See Haney López, supra note 42, at 54, 64–65. See also Gross, supra note 41, at 138–39 (discussing lack of consensus about proper basis for determinations about “whiteness”); Harris, supra note 40, at 1739 (same).
been informed by social expectations. They also reveal that courts, more than any other branch of government, often were expected to create and rationalize the so-called “objective” morphological definitions that were articulated in each period, with minimal guidance from the legislature.

Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s theory of “racial formation” identifies the social pressures that caused courts to produce these changing morphological race definitions and explains the role courts played in these definitions' continuing evolution. Omi and Winant posit that any given definition of race (or, by extension, ethnicity) is the product of a “racial formation [which] refer[s] to the process by which social, economic and political forces determine the content and importance of racial [or ethnic] categories.” Winant further explains that the process for creating definitions for races and ethnic groups is a continuing social enterprise, which he calls “racial signification.” This process is “inherently discursive, . . . variable, conflictual, and contested at every level of society.” Consequently, we should expect fluctuations in these concepts’ definitions, as the meaning of race and ethnicity will vary in different societies and over historical time. Also, in order for a racial or ethnic construct to gain hold, he explains, it must be responsive to and reflective of the political and social exigencies of the period. Therefore, we should expect to see several competing definitions of racial and ethnic groups being offered by different segments of society at any particular time. These various definitions can come from many different segments of society, including “elites, popular movements, state agencies, cultural and religious organizations, and intellectuals of all types [who] develop racial projects, which interpret and reinterpret the meaning of race.”

68 See generally OMI & WINANT, supra note 31 (describing how seemingly objectively defined racial categories or constructs change over time in response to social pressures).
69 See HANEY LOPEZ, supra note 42, at 53 (explaining that racial definitions in play during a particular historical period are “products of their particular historical setting,” and that judicial opinions in citizenship cases he discusses “do not record the facile recognition of racial difference, but rather the convoluted processes through which race is socially and legally constructed”).
70 OMI & WINANT, supra note 31, at 61.
71 Id.
73 Id. at 24.
74 Id. at 24–29 (discussing changes in political and cultural meaning of race from mid-to-late twentieth century).
75 Id. at 29–30, 34.
76 Id. at 24.
Omi and Winant’s work suggests that the seeming inconsistency that judges displayed in the previously discussed racial determination cases should be viewed as a roadmap for understanding the social pressures that informed discussions of race during the period in which these decisions were rendered. Their analysis helps us understand that judges, as legitimators of the existing social order, were put in the position of attempting to unify and explain contested and conflicting racial and ethnic group definitions. In the process, they revealed their own social and political affiliations.

A number of legal historians have already documented how American racial formations shaped morphological race definitions during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries; however, more attention should be devoted to examining how current political tensions inform contemporary debates about morphological racial and ethnic definitions. Although prior legal debates about race concerned the morphology necessary to establish one’s whiteness and gain the privileges attached to that status,77 current debates center on policing the boundaries of minority identities in order to ensure that the antidiscrimination benefits extended to these groups are not squandered.78 For example, we still can see these definitional problems concerning race/ethnicity-associated morphology in Title VII claims brought by racially ambiguous plaintiffs,79 as well as debates about the rights of Native American tribes.80 These fights also arise more informally when individuals raise “authenticity” chal-

---

77 See Harris, supra note 40, at 1736–41 (explaining that “[t]he right to exclude was the central principle . . . of whiteness as identity, for mainly whiteness has been characterized, not by an inherent unifying characteristic, but by the exclusion of others deemed to be ‘not white’”).

78 See Gotanda, supra note 49, at 40–52 (discussing Supreme Court cases exploring meaning of racial constructs in cases concerning minority rights). In addition to showing how particular racial constructs are the product of the sensibilities of particular time periods, Gotanda also shows how different racial constructs compete for supremacy by contrasting the way race is discussed in the Supreme Court majority decisions as compared with the dissents and concurrences. Id.


80 Mashpee Tribe v. Town of Mashpee, 447 F. Supp. 940 (D. Mass. 1978), aff’d sub nom. Mashpee Tribe v. New Seabury Corp., 592 F.2d 575 (1st Cir. 1979). This case is described in detail in Gerald Torres & Kathryn Milun, Stories and Standing: The Legal Meaning of Identity, in AFTER IDENTITY: A READER IN LAW AND CULTURE 129 (Dan Danielson & Karen Engle eds., 1995). The Mashpee tribe historically had defined membership in terms of voluntary affiliation as opposed to blood lines and morphology. Consequently, the tribe was relatively matzo in appearance, as it had never discouraged mixed unions. Id. at 132–33. The court, however, instructed the jury to determine whether the Mashpee were a tribe based on a legal inquiry that required (among other things) some finding of racial purity. Mashpee Tribe v. New Seabury Corp., 592 F.2d at 582; Torres & Milun, supra, at 130. Not surprisingly, the Mashpee ultimately failed to meet this test and were denied the
lenges to persons who seek to claim benefits reserved for minority groups. These contemporary political disputes confirm that concerns about morphological definitions of racial and ethnic categories are not limited to any particular historical period.

Several preliminary insights about contemporary disputes about race/ethnicity-associated morphology can be drawn based on the trends observed in earlier morphology debates. These trends collectively suggest that there will be more, rather than less, strain on morphological definitions in the future. First, we must recognize that in the absence of any legislative directive to do otherwise, courts will continue to try to resolve racial determination cases based on morphological evidence. Second, as legal and material benefits accrue to a particular morphologically defined race or ethnic group, there will be an increase in the number of persons willing to claim that racial or ethnic identity. Third, higher numbers of interracial unions will lead to higher numbers of interracial offspring, and more challenges about whether a person seeking to claim certain benefits should actually be recognized as a "minority." These trends indicate that the morphology debates are far from over and emphasize the importance of continuing to track fights over race/ethnicity-associated morphology.

Despite the inherent instability of morphological racial/ethnic paradigms, most Americans have no reservations about disclosing that they can easily identify the morphology they associate with specific races or ethnic groups, although they feel less comfortable revealing that they ascribe certain cultural, behavioral, or aesthetic preferences with certain races or ethnic groups. Both sets of frameworks, however, play a key role in identifying the racial and ethnic identity of others. The use of these less discussed "performative" frameworks and the discomfort associated with revealing them are further examined in the Section that follows.

81 These challenges typically concern the right to receive benefits through affirmative action programs. See, e.g., Susan Diesenhouse, In Affirmative Action, a Question of Truth in Labeling, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 11, 1988, at E26. Diesenhouse discusses a case in which two Boston firemen who were brothers were dismissed after officials concluded that they were not entitled to be hired under the department's affirmative action hiring program because the firemen had stated falsely in their job applications that they were black. The firemen did have some "black" ancestry, as they had an African American grandmother. Id.

82 See OMI & WINANT, supra note 31, at 62.

83 See infra Part I.B.
B. Race/Ethnicity Performance-Based Ascription

In the same way that people develop a lexicon of morphological traits that they use to identify a person's race or ethnicity, they also develop a taxonomy of voluntary behaviors that signify race and ethnicity. That is, in the same way that we associate skin color, eye color, or nose shape with particular races or ethnic groups, we also maintain beliefs about the dialects, aesthetics, and mannerisms that signal one's race or ethnic status. For example, many people associate a certain accent with Italian Americans and, based on this voluntary marker, can identify the race or ethnicity of the speaker without difficulty. Similarly, many people recognize that all-braided hairstyles and dreadlocks are part of the cultural legacy of blacks and may assume that a person wearing one of these hairstyles is African American or of West Indian ancestry. These generalizations extend to clothing as well. Saris, bindis and pashminas are associated with Southeast Asian women, despite the fact that these items have been remarked by the American fashion industry for the women generally.

However, similar to morphology-based ascription, once a person has acquired a broader cultural experience, she has the ability to question the associations she makes between particular practices and certain races or ethnic groups. For example, a person may learn that what she perceives to be an Italian American accent is not shared by most Italian Americans, but is actually an accent generally associated with persons from a certain area of Brooklyn. Similarly, a person may associate a certain dialect with blacks, only to discover that the speech pattern is actually a dialect that is prevalent generally among working class Southerners, regardless of race. Even cultural race/ethnicity-associated behavior is susceptible to this kind of re-contextualization. For example, a person may associate enjoyment of rap music with black urban youth, based on the disproportionate number of black artists, but find this belief challenged when she is exposed to research

---

84 In this discussion, I distinguish between voluntary and involuntary markers. Voluntary traits and markers are those behaviors and aesthetic displays that are capable of being eliminated or changed without chemical or surgical intervention. The analysis assumes that some "voluntary" markers may in fact be extremely difficult to change, either because they are second nature or because the body has changed in response to a certain practice in ways that make it difficult to avoid displaying these markers (e.g., changes in oral musculature which produce certain accents). However, these traits are still considered voluntary for the purposes of this analysis.

85 Claire Dwyer & Peter Jackson, Commodityfying Difference: Selling Eastern Fashion, 21 ENV'T & PLAN.: SOC'y & SPACE 269 (2003) (explaining that marketing of cultural products transforms those products as they are disseminated and creates additional pressure to produce cultural difference).
studies that show that this music frequently is purchased in large numbers by whites and other races. Importantly, however, similar to the treatment of race/ethnicity-associated morphology, individuals will tend to continue to believe in the correlation of racially and ethnically marked practices with their perceived community of origin, despite the receipt of contradictory information.

Additionally, like morphology-based ascription, only some performance-based ascription constitutes discrimination. Again, as with morphological features, there is nothing inherently wrong with a person interpreting voluntary features, such as hairstyle or accent, as relevant evidence of another person’s race or ethnic identity. Moreover, there is little hope or clear justification for training people not to do so. A problem only develops when this ascriptive process is combined with an impulse to devalue a person because she appears to belong to a particular race or ethnic group. By way of example, there is nothing inherently problematic with assuming that a morphologically ambiguous individual with a certain accent is of Pakistani or Indian heritage. The problem results when these race/ethnicity-associated voluntary behaviors cause a person to be subject to stigma. If an employer assumes that a person with a Pakistani or Indian accent will not be as intellectually sharp as a white employee, Title VII should be concerned with this situation.

There are certain clear parallels between the morphological and performative ascription processes; however, to truly understand the particularities of performance-based discrimination, it is necessary to focus on the dynamics that distinguish it from morphology-based discrimination as well.

First, the race/ethnicity performance model posited here provides that certain racially or ethnically marked behaviors, traits, and styles will continue to be associated with their communities of origin even while, in varying degrees, they may be recognized and appreciated by outgroup members. The important point, however, which has not previously been acknowledged, is that when voluntary practices are circulated beyond the community that engendered them, they often remain inflected by the stigma associated with their creators. This insight brings logical clarity to some of the more unusual discrimina-

86 See Nelson George, Hip Hop America 60–75 (1998) (discussing white teenagers as fans and purchasers of rap and hip hop music).
87 See generally Robin R. Means Coleman, Elmo Is Black! Black Popular Communication and the Marking and Marketing of Black Identity, 1 Popular Comm. 51 (2003) (discussing marketing of black cultural practices to mainstream culture and resulting reductionism and identity clashes within black communities that often are associated with these exchanges).
tion scenarios that have developed in recent years. Consider, for example, that we intuitively understand that a person from a low-status race or ethnic group can trigger sanctions when she engages in behavior associated with her race or ethnic group. The race performance analysis, however, suggests that members of high status racial groups may also be sanctioned for engaging in these same low-status ethnically or racially marked practices for discriminatory reasons. Importantly, this is not true of low-status morphological racial traits which, when present in a person who is otherwise apparently a member of a high status racial category, tend to be rendered invisible. Low-status performative traits (whether behavioral or aesthetic) prove much harder to ignore and more often will serve as a basis for sanction.

These propositions are made clearer in the following example. Consider a scenario in which a white Anglo male, who is a fan of Bob Marley, decides to assemble his blond hair into dreadlocks to demonstrate his affinity and respect for the musician. When he appears at work the following day wearing the hairstyle, his coworkers as well as his employer sanction him, telling him he looks too ethnic, or indicating that the hairstyle is unhygienic and unappealing. The negative comments made about his hairstyle are functionally identical to those made to African Americans wearing the hairstyle, and the displeasure of his racial group is no less than it would be if he were African American. Indeed, their hostility may be even more acute if they perceive this change in style to indicate the young man’s larger, more general acceptance or celebration of West Indian culture. In contrast, if the same blond white male inherited a broad nose from an African ancestor, this feature is far more likely to be ignored, and rendered invisible by his other morphological features. Racially coded morphological features have far less disruptive symbolic value than any racially coded practices one engages in.

Once we acknowledge the special stigma attached to race/ethnicity-associated practices, this understanding opens a new field of antidiscrimination problems. It suggests that battles about race/ethnicity performance are not “merely” about personal freedom; rather, they are cultural group status contests. When read as part of a larger “status war,” the discrimination in cases involving whites who adopt low-status race/ethnicity performance behaviors by members of their own racial group must be understood as an effort to maintain the discriminator’s ethnic or racial group’s standing in the racial/ethnic hierarchy of the workplace and prevent the perceived lower-status
group's practices from being considered of equal value and disseminated.  

Stated more simply, higher-status outgroup members who engage in ethnically and racially marked practices associated with low-status groups will be sanctioned for that behavior because it poses an even greater threat of cultural transmission than when performed by its perceived progenitors. In the traditional discrimination case, the discriminator targets the minority individual engaging in race/ethnicity performance out of concern that the minority individual continues to identify with or celebrate her minority identity. In the non-traditional case, the discriminator targets the non-minority individual engaged in low-status ethnically and racially marked practices because it demonstrates that a subordinate culture is being transmitted to higher-status outgroups. In both cases, however, the discriminator holds the same negative racial/ethnic animus: Her devaluing beliefs about the low social value of the community that engendered a particular practice trigger her to sanction persons engaged in this practice.

The second feature that distinguishes race/ethnicity performance from the morphology cases is the issue of agency; some distinction must be made on this basis to perform a precise analysis. To that end, I distinguish between discrimination cases that involve passive race/ethnicity performance (cases in which the subject is unaware that her practices function as racial/ethnic signifiers) and discrimination based on active race/ethnicity performance (cases in which the subject consciously has chosen to engage in racially or ethnically marked practices because of their symbolic value).

A few examples make this distinction clear. An employer is discriminating against an employee based on passive race/ethnicity performance when, during a phone interview, he denies an otherwise qualified applicant a job because the caller unknowingly speaks in a dialect associated with working class black communities or with an

---

88 For a discussion of group position theory, see infra Part II.B.

89 Race/ethnicity performance ostensibly is always about "voluntary" displays and behavior. Therefore, most would assume that the motivations for and needs served by this behavior are primarily about identity expression. However, as explained above, the interests involved are more complex and involve a number of displays that are not chosen consciously.

90 See, e.g., Upshaw v. Dallas Heart Group, 961 F. Supp. 997, 1000 (N.D. Tex. 1997) (discussing employee's allegation that she was fired because supervisor believed that "she sounded too black"); see also Jill Gaulding, Against Common Sense: Why Title VII Should Protect Speakers of Black English, 31 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 637, 645 (1998) (summarizing studies which found that "Standard English speakers are more successful in job interviews and that recruiters are less likely to offer a job to a Black English speaker").
Asian or Latino accent. 91 The “active” race/ethnicity performance scenario is when the same caller emphasizes her racially coded speaking style to ensure the employer knows she is a minority. Typically, in both of these circumstances, the employer does not mention race or ethnicity as the basis for his decision to deny the applicant the job opportunity. He simply indicates that the caller did not have the “polish” he normally looks for in employees. 92 The employer, however, is motivated by racial/ethnic animus in both cases; he reacts negatively to the speaker’s voice because it triggers negative, stereotypical assumptions about the applicant’s race or ethnic group—a reaction which the law forbids when the animus concerns a physical trait. The discriminator’s thinking in these cases is identical to the thinking that would inform his actions in a morphology-based discrimination case: The caller has triggered a cultural code associated with a low-status race or ethnic group and, as a consequence, is denied an opportunity.

Discrimination based on “passive” race/ethnicity performance should deeply offend our notions of fairness because the target is unaware that she is manipulating racial or ethnic signifiers and is denied a valuable opportunity before she is given a choice to abandon or suppress the offending characteristic. 93 Indeed, these cases typically concern the most marginalized, vulnerable minority workers: poor individuals with few cross-cultural contacts who, prior to employment, ...
spend the majority of their time in highly residentially segregated minority communities.\textsuperscript{94} Also, in many cases, the unknowingly marked job seeker faces an employer who lives in a racially or ethnically segregated neighborhood with limited opportunity for cross-cultural contact; such an employer is quite likely to find even passive race/ethnicity performance behavior foreign and threatening. This innocent job seeker suffers, not because of conscious action on her part, but because of our society's failure to combat the problem of racial and ethnic residential segregation.

Also, workers who engage in passive race/ethnicity performance should appear sympathetic even for strong proponents of assimilation, as it denies these workers access to a diverse work environment—the precondition for an exchange of cultural perspectives. This kind of discrimination tends to relegate the most ethnically and racially marked workers to low-status and low-paying jobs, offered by employers who disregard these features because these workers are anonymous (e.g., factory workers) and the employers do not have to interact with them, or jobs where the workers have no contact with the general public and therefore have no bearing on the public image of the employers' business. For these reasons, discrimination based on passive race/ethnicity performance has the greatest potential for creating socially stratifying and segregating effects now that morphology-based employment discrimination has largely abated.

Apart from the issues of access and opportunity, discrimination based on passive race/ethnicity performance should also offend our belief in the value of personal dignity. Why should a person be required to shed passively acquired racially or ethnically marked mannerisms when they have no bearing on her potential performance of the job at issue? Indeed, once a heavily-marked job seeker is denied an opportunity because of these passive traits and behaviors, she faces an important decision. Now that she is aware that her community's practices are undesirable, she must decide whether to shed these attributes, a decision that may be experienced as a truly traumatic betrayal of her concept of self. The question is: Is this how we want to reward people who are willing to leave ethnic and racial enclaves

\textsuperscript{94} The case can be made that passive race performance does not fit traditional notions of voluntary behavior. Indeed, scholars have indicated that some behaviors are so ingrown that either the process of unlearning them proves prohibitively difficult or the burden is so great that it offends our notions of fairness and dignity to ask a person to do so. See Chamallas, \textit{supra} note 17, at 2407-08 (noting that rules prohibiting certain types of cultural performance are experienced as sending message of inferiority to their targets); Karl E. Klare, \textit{Power/Dressing: Regulation of Employee Appearance}, 26 \textit{New Eng. L. Rev.} 1395, 1400 (1992) (noting that employees experience great shame when their appearance choices are rejected by employers).
and socialize in a wider cultural context? Many of these workers simply will withdraw and lose interest in further cross-cultural interaction. Many may feel a need to emphasize racial/ethnic pride as a result of this dignitary injury. It should offend our basic notions of fairness to leave these individuals at the mercy of an employer’s subjective views about the relative value of different ethnic communities. Indeed, after two decades of identity politics, it seems unfair to tell this worker that she must assimilate in order to fairly compete in society.

Discrimination based on “active” race/ethnicity performance raises equality concerns as well, although of a different order. The purest examples of these cases involve workers who fit the morphological profile of their claimed racial group, but also engage in practices intended to affirm their identities. Discrimination based on active race/ethnicity performance occurs, for example, when a white employer suddenly begins to give his Indian employee less favorable reviews and smaller bonuses after she starts wearing a sari and bindi.\(^{95}\) The employer always has known that the employee was Indian; however, something about her sari and bindi appears unprofessional to him and, on that basis, he sanctions the employee for her actions. Similarly, active race/ethnicity performance discrimination occurs when white and black coworkers begin sabotaging a Latino employee’s workstation when the employee starts speaking Spanish with Latino coworkers.\(^{96}\) Although the Latino employee’s coworkers long have assumed, based on her morphology, that she is Latino, the problems begin when they suspect that she is insulting them in Spanish for the amusement of other Spanish-speaking coworkers.\(^{97}\) Importantly, in both of these examples, the victim-employee’s morphology is not the primary trigger for discrimination. Rather, the dis-


\(^{96}\) Cf. Garcia v. Gloor, 618 F.2d 264, 266–67 (5th Cir. 1980) (rejecting Title VII claim challenging English-only rule that prohibited worker from speaking Spanish to coworkers during working hours).

\(^{97}\) Cf. Roman v. Cornell Univ., 53 F. Supp. 2d 223, 237 (N.D.N.Y. 1999) (rejecting challenge to English-only rule and noting that employers may prohibit speaking Spanish in order to prevent non-Spanish speakers from “feeling left out” or “feeling that they are being talked about in a language they do not understand”).
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criminal problem arises because of active race/ethnicity performance. 98

The previous two examples explored scenarios in which a person morphologically categorized as a low-status ethnic or racial subject is sanctioned for race/ethnicity performance associated with her group. Some race/ethnicity performance cases, however, will concern persons with ambiguous morphology who find that when they adopt racially or ethnically marked behavior they become targets of discrimination. For example, a person with ambiguous racial morphology may work for her employer without incident for years but find that she is subject to adverse action shortly after she is overheard speaking in Spanish to family members during a personal call. In these circumstances, it is the employee's voluntary racially or ethnically marked behavior that functionally "outs" her in the workplace. Similarly, a light-skinned employee with straight hair may be regarded as white by her coworkers for years but be "outed" and subject to stigma when she wears a headwrap or kente cloth to work. In both of the aforementioned scenarios, the employee's morphology is irrelevant. The discrimination is triggered by active race/ethnicity performance. Again, the cognitive process behind the discrimination in these cases is the same as those concerning racial and ethnic morphology: The individual triggers a cultural code associated with a low-status group, causing the individual to be sanctioned. 99

Some will feel more reluctant to offer antidiscrimination protections for active race/ethnicity performance precisely because it involves questions of agency and demonstrates the target's unwillingness to shed racially and ethnically coded distinctive behavior in an effort to fit in at the workplace. Indeed, under this logic, the undoubtedly expressive nature of this conduct suggests that individuals

98 In these types of cases, an employer typically contends that no discrimination has occurred, pointing to his fair treatment of other minority workers who do not display these "voluntary" racial and ethnic features. This evidence, however, is completely irrelevant to the problem at issue. Kenji Yoshino's concept of "cover" can be used to describe the minority individual's status in the workplace under such a regime. The individual is allowed to keep her job as long as she "mutes the difference between [her]self and the mainstream." See Yoshino, supra note 27, at 500. The purpose behind the demand to cover is to minimize "how much the visible, [community-specific] trait impedes the flow of 'normal' interaction." Id. at 501. This notion of "cover" suggests that these features are part of a predetermined natural identity. I find it more helpful to emphasize the idea of race/ethnicity performance because it emphasizes that these practices typically are affectations, none of which can make claims to a more authentic form of representation.

99 These cases promise to be a significant part of courts' Title VII docket in the future as the number of interracial unions increase and the morphologically indistinct children produced by these unions face discrimination because of cultural or behavioral patterns they learn from their parents.
engaged in this behavior seek out some positive social benefit by celebrating this aspect of their identity and, therefore, should be willing to bear sanctions triggered by negative reactions to that identity. This tempting line of argument, however, is rendered inadequate once we consider the cognitive logic and the motivations of the discriminator. Again, just as in the morphology-based discrimination cases, the discriminator’s negative reaction to this coded behavior has nothing to do with its inherent value, and everything to do with a negative predisposition to its community of origin. When the discriminator’s response is analyzed, it seems clear that active race/ethnicity performance is equally entitled to protection.

C. Dangerous Minds: Judges’ Role in Recognizing Parallels Between Morphology-Based and Performance-Based Racial/Ethnic Ascription

The previous discussion revealed that the same basic cognitive process informs discriminatory behavior in both morphology-based and performance-based discrimination cases. The next logical question is: Why have courts failed to recognize these parallels? Part of the answer is that some courts naively have regarded morphological race as a biological given instead of as a cultural construction. Consequently, they have not considered how the inquiry into morphology-based discrimination requires them to probe the alleged discriminator’s personal racial and ethnic lexicon. However, each discrimination case requires the court to become familiar with the frameworks that the alleged discriminator employs to identify racial/ethnic morphological difference, the consequences of recognizing this difference, and the stereotypes that she attributes to particular groups.

Given the widespread currency of the scholarship demonstrating the constructed nature of race, many courts likely understand at this point that morphology-triggered discrimination cases do not involve a purely objective inquiry. However, they would likely insist that the landscape of morphological markers is far more stable than those involving racially and ethnically coded behavioral and aesthetic choices. These judges distinguish the morphology cases from per-
formance-based discrimination cases by arguing that the performance cases require them to engage in a rapidly changing arena of political and cultural concerns, areas that are beyond the court's traditional purview.\textsuperscript{101} However, as this Part shows, the morphological paradigms for racial and ethnic difference are constantly shifting and are inherently political; they never have been (or ever will be) stable and fixed. Rather, both types of discrimination cases (morphology-based and performance-based) involve a similar subjective inquiry, to identify what symbols or cues trigger racial or ethnic recognition and discrimination in the employee's workplace. Therefore, a court's refusal to examine performance-based discrimination cases because of their political underpinnings seems indefensible.

Some who are persuaded about the similarities between these kinds of discrimination cases still will worry that courts are ill-equipped to negotiate the political questions necessary to identify the voluntary race/ethnicity-associated behaviors that trigger discrimination. They rightly note that, in modern antidiscrimination cases, courts are rarely required to inquire into race/ethnicity-associated morphological markers (and the social and political realities that inform these symbols) and therefore have sidestepped the difficulties presented by the earlier race determination cases.\textsuperscript{102} In contrast, if race/ethnicity performance is accepted by the courts as a basis for discrimination claims, there will be significant, bitterly contested fights in Title VII cases simply to identify which behaviors should be counted as race/ethnicity performance. While these concerns should not be dismissed, they overestimate potential problems. The small amount of litigation about the morphological markers of race and ethnicity points to the fact that there is a shared consensus or "common sense" as to the racial/ethnic significance of many morphological features. Similarly, there is likely some consensus about the most common traits, mannerisms, and behaviors that constitute race/ethnicity performance. Indeed, employers typically do not defend against allegations of discrimination by challenging morphology-based racial or ethnic categorizations, out of the recognition that the court's "common sense" will, in most cases, dictate that such a defense is meritless.\textsuperscript{103}

\textsuperscript{101} See Kathleen M. Sullivan, \textit{The Supreme Court, 1991 Term—Foreword: The Justices of Rules and Standards}, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 24, 112 (1992) ("All the Justices seek to distinguish the judicial enterprise from politics; none seeks to 'legislate from the bench.'").

\textsuperscript{102} See supra Part I.A.1.

\textsuperscript{103} In my research on Title VII race and ethnic discrimination cases, I found only one case in which an employer defended against a plaintiff's claim by arguing that a plaintiff was not entitled to the protections of Title VII, challenging whether the plaintiff in fact
Similarly, in race/ethnicity performance cases, this "common sense" will, to some degree, dissuade defendant-employers from requiring a court to engage in extended analysis regarding whether a race/ethnicity-associated practice is generally socially recognized. Plaintiffs, of course, should be required to present some evidence to tie the claimed practice to their identity, and courts may validly inquire into the quality of these proffers. Courts also worried about "political correctness" concerns may be reluctant to tie certain practices to particular racial or ethnic groups, despite the plaintiff's request, out of fear that they are creating a negative legal portrait of a given racial or ethnic community. Their focus, however, should be on the individual litigant's proffer, with the knowledge that any conclusions they draw about the relationship of the practice is intended for a limited purpose and not properly fodder for general social commentary. However, the issue of establishing the significance of a performative behavior is more likely to heavily burden plaintiffs from marginal racial/ethnic groups that do not have a social profile in a particular community. In these cases, as well, the recommendation that we rely on the judge's racial lexicon or "common sense" validly triggers concern.

Concerns about judges' use of "common sense" in antidiscrimination cases are based on the lessons taught by the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) movement. CLS scholars have previously shown that judges' use of "common sense" in their analyses often meant that they incorporated racist or sexist premises into their decisions. More recently, however, several CLS scholars have adopted the pragmatic

could rightfully claim membership in a protected class. See Perkins v. Lake County Dep't of Util., 860 F. Supp. 1262, 1264-77 (N.D. Ohio 1994) (addressing employer's claim that bloodlines and legal records assigning race were determinative of plaintiff's racial status for purpose of Title VII inquiry).

104 Although there are a wide range of perspectives represented in the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) movement, some of the seminal texts include Robert W. Gordon, Unfreezing Legal Reality: Critical Approaches to Law, 15 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 195 (1987); Duncan Kennedy, Form and Substance in Private Law Adjudication, 89 HARV. L. REV. 1685 (1976); Mark Tushnet, Critical Legal Studies: An Introduction to its Origins and Underpinnings, 36 J. LEGAL EDUC. 505 (1986). Although not always denominated as CLS, after the late 1980s, a number of scholars continued in this tradition. CLS scholars deconstruct legal decisions to reveal judicial decisionmakers' possible political motivations and the ways in which their decisions are both produced by and reflective of certain types of social knowledge and social institutions. The subsection of CLS work that focused most centrally on race is sometimes categorized as Critical Race Theory. See, e.g., CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY WRITINGS THAT FORMED THE MOVEMENT (Kimberlé Crenshaw et al. eds., 1995).

105 See generally CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY WRITINGS THAT FORMED THE MOVEMENT, supra note 104; see also THOMAS ROSS, JUST STORIES: HOW THE LAW EMBODIES RACISM AND BIAS (1996).
view that one cannot fairly expect judges to conduct a judicial inquiry that is not informed by their subjective views and social knowledge.\textsuperscript{106} These scholars contend that judges simply cannot avoid using "common sense" in their opinions and, moreover, that decisions involving these common sense principles often push limits and challenge other understandings, thereby advancing the antidiscrimination project and the quest for equality.\textsuperscript{107}

Robert Post, the scholar perhaps most identified with this view, characterizes the judicial inquiry as part of a dialectic relationship between community norms and antidiscrimination goals.\textsuperscript{108} He recognizes that judges will "apply antidiscrimination law in ways that implicate it in the very practices it seeks to modify," but argues that this is necessary for community norms and antidiscrimination goals to remain in dialogue and for judicial opinions to be defensible to their readers.\textsuperscript{109} Similarly, Katharine Bartlett explains that we do not necessarily need judges to step beyond "common sense" or community expectations in advancing equality, as "[c]ommunity norms limit legal alternatives while also defining the terms required for equality to exist."\textsuperscript{110} She argues that any equality initiative must be stated in terms that resonate with common sense or it will fail to gain hold. In Bartlett's opinion, "[T]he law limits the permissible effect of community norms while defining higher ideals to which the community might aspire. Both operate simultaneously and reciprocally as cause and effect, as carriers of . . . stereotypes and propellants for change, as provisional givens and targets for reform."\textsuperscript{111} Stated more simply, Bartlett argues that current social relations allow us to envision what might change in order to achieve social equality.

This more hopeful attitude about how the judiciary functions may seem overly optimistic, given judges' prior attitude towards the race/ethnicity performance cases, whereby their "common sense" told them that performative features of racial and ethnic identities were of marginal import.\textsuperscript{112} While they are mindful of these concerns, some


\textsuperscript{107} See, e.g., Bartlett, \textit{supra} note 106, at 2569.

\textsuperscript{108} Post, \textit{supra} note 16, at 31-33.

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.} at 32.

\textsuperscript{110} Bartlett, \textit{supra} note 106, at 2569.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.}

CLS scholars are trying to develop models that address both the threat and potential of "common sense" in a way that will prevent judges from caricaturing races and ethnic groups or subordinating these groups' interests to the assimilationist pressures of our time. Post advises that, as an initial step, we must think clearly about the ways in which we hope to reconstruct social practices that inform constructions of race, gender, and national origin. He suggests that "principles be articulated that will guide and direct the transformation of [these] social practices." Similarly, Bartlett advises that "courts should approach challenges to practices grounded in community norms by attempting to identify the cultural meanings underlying them and determining to what extent they impose burdens that disadvantage" one group in relation to another. She argues that this inquiry may "reveal status distinctions buried in . . . norms that have become normalized by their cultural familiarity."

If we apply these insights to help us understand how judges should approach cases concerning race/ethnicity performance discrimination, several lessons are clear. First and foremost, when judges resort to "common sense" in their decisions, they must scrutinize their potentially assimilationist views to determine whether their perspective tends to subordinate one race or ethnic group to others. Also, they must remain vigilant to the possibility that they hold certain common sense beliefs about cultural conformity which have become naturalized by their cultural familiarity, but may in fact fundamentally offend the idea of equality.

In short, in urging the use of "common sense," my goal is for judges to employ a more actively engaged, self-critical form of "common sense" in race/ethnicity performance discrimination cases that is informed by notions of equality rather than unarticulated knee-

(rejecting African American employee's dignitary and expressive concerns regarding her braided hairstyle).

113 Post, supra note 16, at 31.
114 Bartlett, supra note 106, at 2569.
115 Id.
116 See id. at 2569–70; see also Matsuda, supra note 91, at 1350–55 (arguing that court in Fragante v. City and County of Honolulu, 888 F.2d 591 (9th Cir. 1989), failed to interrogate its own common sense views about need for intelligibility and what constituted intelligibility when analyzing Filipino plaintiff's claim that his employer was engaging in accent discrimination).
117 Indeed, this Article's comparison of the similar cognitive processes that inform morphology- and performance-based discrimination is intended to provide judges with the tools to challenge their "common sense" views about how discrimination works in society. Hopefully, with an improved understanding of the cognitive bases of discrimination, judges will conclude that the reasons for sanctioning morphology-based discrimination suggest that we should be concerned about performance-triggered discrimination as well.
jerk responses produced by their upbringing. Judges should expect that there will be cases in which they will encounter identity practices that are unfamiliar or beyond the limits of their racial and ethnic ascription frameworks, and, in these circumstances, they must educate themselves about these new practices and carefully consider the plaintiff’s proffer as to the significance of these practices. Also, they must be prepared to re-examine their “common sense” notions about assimilation if they are to identify those circumstances when an employer is employing assimilationist justifications for policies that harass minority workers. If judges can mobilize this modernized, enlightened version of common sense, they are far more likely to be able to apprehend those circumstances where race/ethnicity performance discrimination is at issue.\footnote{Indeed, plaintiffs rarely appear before the court without evidence in support of their claim that a voluntary practice has a significant race-associated history or evidence showing that the practice has, in fact, been correlated with racial animus in the particular case.} This is perhaps the most honest, pragmatic way to move forward, for there is little hope of creating the fluid, responsive inquiry necessary to support the inquiry into performance-based discrimination if we do not rely on judicial discretion.

II

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RACE/ETHNICITY PERFORMANCE: MOTIVATIONS AND REACTIONS

Part II offers insights from social psychology and identity performance theory to better explain people’s interest in and reaction to race/ethnicity performance. Section A provides background on the Nigrescence\footnote{See generally William E. Cross, Jr. & Peony Phagen-Smith, Patterns of African American Identity Development: A Life Span Perspective, in NEW PERSPECTIVES, supra note 31, at 243, 243-44 (discussing various models of Nigrescence). For an earlier, more complete discussion of Cross’s model, see William E. Cross, Jr., The Thomas and Cross Models of Psychological Nigrescence, 5 J. BLACK PSYCHOL. 13 (1978).} and Black Identity Development (BID) models,\footnote{See generally Bailey W. Jackson III, Black Identity Development: Further Analysis and Elaboration, in NEW PERSPECTIVES, supra note 31, at 8 (offering enhanced and updated Black Identity Development (BID) model).} the seminal theories in social psychology on racial identity development, to provide a basis for understanding what role race and ethnicity play in identity development. This Article then shows how Judith Butler’s performativity model,\footnote{See generally BUTLER, supra note 12, at 1–3; JUDITH BUTLER, GENDER TROUBLE: FEMINISM AND THE SUBVERSION OF IDENTITY (1990) (discussing gender as effect of performances).} a model which originally was applied to theories about gender identity, provides a superior framework for understanding racial and ethnic identity formation issues, as it is more generalizable across races and ethnic groups than traditional theories.
and is more consistent with individuals’ lived experiences. Additionally, it better correlates with quantitative psychological studies on racial/ethnic identity development.

Section B employs Herbert Blumer’s “group position” theory\(^1\)\(^2\) and John Dovidio and Samuel Gaertner’s theory of “aversive racism”\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\) to explain why persons opposed to race/ethnicity performance, consciously or unconsciously, perceive these behaviors as assaults on the existing racial and ethnic status hierarchies in the workplace and, by extension, on the value and importance of their own chosen racial and ethnic identities. Section C then illustrates how the above insights about race/ethnicity performance\(^1\)\(^4\) will allow courts to better understand the motivations and competing equity claims of employers and employees in Title VII cases.

A. Understanding Racial Identity: The Role of Performativity

Since the advent of racial identity development studies, scholars have primarily focused on African Americans’ identity development experiences, leaving the identity construction challenges faced by

---

\(^{122}\) See Bobo, supra note 20, at 447 (analyzing and elaborating on Blumer’s “group position” theory).


\(^{124}\) Importantly, race/ethnicity performance behaviors should not be understood as synonyms for culture, although some of these behaviors are cultural in nature. See HOLLINGER, supra note 28, at 36–37, 48–49 (warning against simplistic analyses that conflate race with culture). I argue that while many cultural behaviors are strongly racially marked and stigmatized (e.g., all-braided hairstyles), thus triggering what I call race performance discrimination, other race-associated behaviors have no traditionally defined cultural dimension and are more likely the side effects of residential segregation, or a shared cross-ethnic reaction to stigma. For example, some might argue that accents, or dialects, such as Spanglish or Black English, are not “cultural,” as they are not the product of conscious design, but instead are a natural development caused by high degrees of racial and ethnic segregation. Neil Gotanda begins discussion on this issue with his concept of “culture-race,” which he argues “includes all aspects of culture, community, and consciousness.” See Gotanda, supra note 49, at 56. This Article gives more dimension to that view, articulating the myriad ways in which racial and ethnic identities may come to be characterized by acts, aesthetics, and behaviors, whether by conscious design or inadvertent effect.
whites, Latinos, Asians, and other groups undertheorized.\textsuperscript{125} This original emphasis on African Americans likely stemmed from the fact that several major American civil rights movements highlighted certain models of African American identity,\textsuperscript{126} and, as a consequence, a mistaken consensus developed that American political conflicts were largely a struggle between African Americans and whites.\textsuperscript{127}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{125} Since the late 1950s, the majority of racial identity development scholars focused on African American identity development processes. See, e.g., RACIAL AND ETHNIC IDENTITY: PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CREATIVE EXPRESSION (Herbert W. Harris et al. eds., 1995) (presenting series of studies on African American identity development); Cross & Fhagen-Smith, supra note 119 (offering newly updated and "repositioned" Nigrescence model of racial identity development); Jackson, supra note 120 (offering BID model based on African American racial identity issues). In the 1990s, scholars began to focus on other racial groups' identity development processes, at first comparing them with those of African Americans. See, e.g., Maurianne Adams, Core Processes of Racial Identity Development, in NEW PERSPECTIVES, supra note 31, at 209, 211 (identifying "generic processes of identity development across various racial and ethnic groups"); Jennifer Crocker et al., Collective Self-Esteem and Psychological Well-Being Among White, Black, and Asian College Students, 20 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL. 503 (1994) (discussing collective self-esteem theory); Jean S. Phinney, The Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure: A New Scale for Use with Diverse Groups, 7 J. ADOLESCENT RES. 156 (1992) (discussing common identity development processes across racial/ethnic groups); Jean S. Phinney, When We Talk About American Ethnic Groups, What Do We Mean?, 51 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 918 (1996) (discussing culture, ethnic identity, and minority status as aspects of ethnicity and race).

However, recognizing the limitations of the African American-centered models, scholars are beginning to explore the specific challenges faced by other racial groups in developing racial identity. See, e.g., Ferdman & Gallegos, supra note 31 (discussing Latino identity development); James E. Coverdill, White Ethnic Identification and Racial Attitudes, in RACIAL ATTITUDES IN THE 1990S: CONTINUITY AND CHANGE 144–79 (Steven A. Tuch & Jack K. Martin eds., 1997) (discussing rise in whites' interest in ethnic identification interest and theorizing possible relationship to racist impulses). The works of these scholars can be placed within a larger field of identity development studies and are particularly indebted to Erik Erikson's work on ego identity development. See Erik Homburger Erikson, The Problem of Ego Identity, 4 J. AM. PSYCHOANALYTIC ASS'N 56 (1956); see also Cross & Fhagen-Smith, supra note 119, at 247–49 (contextualizing Nigrescence model within larger ego identity model); Jackson, supra note 120, at 11–12 (noting that Erikson's work influenced development of BID theory).

\textsuperscript{126} Two competing antidiscrimination approaches were present in the early years of the civil rights movement, each associated with the specific groups that employed them. See KRISTIN BUMILLER, THE CIVIL RIGHTS SOCIETY: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF VICTIMS 46–48 (1988). One approach was premised on working within the legal system, as advanced by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The other targeted racism through grass roots activism, such as boycotts; this approach was promoted in the late 1950s and early 1960s by the more moderate Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), led by Martin Luther King, as well as the more radical Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Black Power Movement.

\textsuperscript{127} Ferdman & Gallegos, supra note 31, at 33, 38–39 (noting that "much of the thinking on race in the United States stems from the history of Blacks and Whites and their relationship" and explaining that American race categories are irreconcilable with understandings of race, ethnicity, and culture that order various Latino ethnic groups living outside of United States).
\end{flushleft}
The most famous of these racial identity development models are the Nigrescence models, specifically the one created by William Cross, and the Black Identity Development (BID) model created by Bailey Jackson. Influenced strongly by the 1960s civil rights struggles that raged during the decade prior to their formation, each identity model treats minority racial identity formation as a liberatory sequence during which the individual transitions from a non-identified or negatively racially identified person with low self-esteem to a strongly racially identified subject who is better socially adjusted and resilient in discriminatory circumstances. Both theories posit that if an individual is hindered in her attempts to move through this liberatory sequence, she will continue to suffer from low self-esteem.

The Nigrescence and BID models were widely accepted and applied for several decades. BID even was used to describe the experiences of racial and ethnic minorities other than African Americans. However, during the 1990s, these models were criticized on a number of grounds. First, some charged that these progression frameworks failed to comport with individual minority actors' life experiences of racial and ethnic minorities other than African Americans. However, during the 1990s, these models were criticized on a number of grounds. First, some charged that these progression frameworks failed to comport with individual minority actors' life experiences.

The Nigrescence model, an individual transitions through five stages: (1) pre-encounter—the "stable identity that will eventually be the object of the metamorphosis"; (2) encounter—the stage in which the individual experiences the event or group of events that challenge the stable identity; (3) immersion-emersion—"the simultaneous struggle to bring to the surface and destroy the moorings of the old identity, while decoding the nature and demands of the new identity" (assuming there is no regression); (4) internalization—"the habitation, stabilization, and finalization of the new sense of self"; and (5) internalization-commitment—the point at which the individual translates this stable racial identity into a basis for cultural transmission and political action. Cross & Phagen-Smith, supra note 119, at 244.

Under the BID model, an individual goes through a similar five-stage liberatory sequence: (1) a naive stance—"the absence of a social consciousness or identity"; (2) acceptance—adoption of majority white norms and relative worth of black people; (3) resistance—whether active or passive, in which the individual rejects "the prevailing majority culture's definition and valuing of Black people"; (4) redefinition—"the renaming, reaffirming, and reclaiming of one's sense of Blackness, Black culture, and racial identity"; and (5) internalization—"the integration of a redefined racial identity into all aspects of one's self-concept or identity." Jackson, supra note 120, at 15-16, 18-26.

Both theorists argue that an individual must progress through all stages in their psychological models in order to become a fully realized, psychologically stable subject that is comfortable with her racial identity.

See Jackson, supra note 120, at 13-14 (discussing influence of BID theory on development of white, Asian, Jewish, and multiracial identity development theories as well as general theory of minority identity development).
experiences, as individuals do not undergo a simple progress of increasing racial/ethnic identification. Instead, minorities often show a varied reliance on racial/ethnic identity during different phases of their lives and mobilize different versions of a racial/ethnic identity in a given time period, depending on their context. Additionally, critics argued that these progression models did not account adequately for the varied importance or "salience" of racial/ethnic identity among individuals, as some persons choose to structure their identities based on some other socially salient belief or feature. Additionally, the progression models suggested that the emotionally healthy African American eventually would gravitate towards Afrocentricity; in reality, "black" communities exhibit a wide array of race-associated practices, many of which have no correlation to Afrocentrism. Also, Cross’s and Jackson’s models offered no insight into why certain identity practices develop, or how individuals choose between various race/ethnicity-associated behaviors.

Additionally, the Nigrescence and BID models were focused specifically on African American racial identity, making it appear that racial identity development issues are primarily of minority concern. As such, these models offered no insight as to the important question of white ethnic minorities’ experiences of racial/ethnic identity development or, for that matter, the identity development processes of any group whose racial/ethnic identity is not premised on the need for liberation from white cultural hegemony. Mindful of these criticisms,


134 See id. at 151 (explaining that black subjects’ "race, and racial identity can be symbolic, switched into, or deemphasized depending on context").

135 See Vetta L. Sanders Thompson, Variables Affecting Racial-Identity Salience Among African Americans, 139 J. SOC. PSYCHOL. 748, 748 (1999) (“Not all possible members identify with the [racial] group, nor do all members identify equally. Members may differ in their willingness to identify with specific issues or aspects of the group, and their differences are theoretically related to the salience of their identities.”).

136 Although Afrocentricity is not explicitly mentioned in Jackson’s BID theory, he indicates in other sections of his analysis that he is referring to an Afrocentric perspective when he speaks of the development of a positive black identity. Jackson, supra note 120, at 27.

137 For example, new immigrants’ racial identity development issues are likely to focus equally on the development of an Americanized version of their racial identities and on whiteness as an identity category. See, e.g., Ferdman & Gallegos, supra note 31, at 50–54 (exploring new Latino identity models including those that feature whiteness as aspect of identity).
Cross and Jackson more recently have tried to refine the early progression models.\(^{138}\)

The limitations of the currently hegemonic racial identity models suggest that this area of identity studies might be better served by theorizing a fundamentally new paradigm for understanding racial and ethnic identity development, one which at the start is designed to be generalizable across groups. Judith Butler’s model of performativity\(^ {139}\) appears uniquely suited to assist us in developing this model, as it provides for a more fluid understanding of a racial or ethnic subject’s need to express racial and ethnic belonging, accounts for variations in race/ethnicity-associated behaviors, and recognizes the varying reasons for the different intensity of race/ethnic identification between both individuals and racial and ethnic groups.\(^ {140}\)

Butler introduced the concept of performativity in her seminal book *Gender Trouble*.\(^ {141}\) and further elaborated on the theory in *Bodies That Matter*.\(^ {142}\) She posits that speech acts and behavioral gestures should be understood as an individual’s attempt to articulate her belonging to a social identity category.\(^ {143}\) Butler’s primary goal in *Gender Trouble* was to challenge our understanding of gender’s relationship to sex in order to show that, although sex is treated as a biological fact and gender as a cultural artifact, sex is in many ways just as socially constituted as gender.\(^ {144}\) However, in the course of this discussion, Butler argues that a social actor (or “subject”) can be understood only as attempting to locate herself within matrices of discourse about various identity categories,\(^ {145}\) and is driven to compulsively repeat those speech acts and symbolic behaviors associated with a certain category in order to establish her place as a social being.\(^ {146}\) As

---

\(^ {138}\) See Cross & Fhagen-Smith, supra note 119; Jackson, supra note 120.

\(^ {139}\) See generally Butler, supra note 121.

\(^ {140}\) Several scholars have suggested that performance theory could be applied usefully to understand racial identity development. See, e.g., Klare, supra note 94, at 1409 (explaining that “[p]eople constitute their identities, including identities of race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and so on, through social practices, including appearance practices”); see also Yoshino, supra note 12, at 879–905 (comparing insights from gay identity performance with insights into understanding race identity performance issues). However, thus far, no one has offered a comprehensive account of how these principles might be applied to further understand the individual’s relationship to and use of racial identity categories.

\(^ {141}\) See generally Butler, supra note 121.

\(^ {142}\) See generally Butler, supra note 12.

\(^ {143}\) Butler, supra note 121, at 16–25.

\(^ {144}\) Id. at 6–7.

\(^ {145}\) Id. at 142–45.

\(^ {146}\) Id. at 145. Contrasting her model to the traditional models of subjectivity and identity, Butler explains:

The question of locating “agency” is usually associated with the viability of the “subject,” where the “subject” is understood to have some stable existence...
she explains, there is no gender identity behind expressions of gender; that identity is performatively constituted by the very expressions that are treated as its results. These premises, based on gender identity, are equally applicable to our understanding of racial and ethnic identity.

Butler's description of subjectivity is complex and requires further explanation. Butler summarizes her view as follows:

Language is not an exterior medium or instrument into which I pour a self and from which I glean a reflection of that self. . . . [T]he substantive “I” only appears as such through a signifying practice that seeks to conceal its own workings and to naturalize its effects. Further, to qualify as a substantive identity is an arduous task, for such appearances are rule-generated identities, ones which rely on the consistent and repeated invocation of rules that condition and restrict culturally intelligible practices of identity. Indeed, to understand identity as a practice, and as a signifying practice, is to understand culturally intelligible subjects as the resulting effects of a rule-bound discourse that inserts itself in the pervasive and mundane signifying acts of . . . life. . . . There is no self that is prior to the convergence or who maintains “integrity” prior to its entrance into this conflicted cultural field. There is only a taking up of the tools where they lie, where the very “taking up” is enabled by the tool lying there.

While this excerpt cannot provide a comprehensive account of performativity, it captures the four propositions most relevant to our discussion of the development of racial or ethnic identity.

The first proposition, which is perhaps the hardest to accept, is that one does not possess a racial/ethnic identity prior to articulating one's place in a paradigm of racial and ethnic difference. Butler's insight, that the concept of an “I” only appears as a consequence of a signifying practice, when applied to a discussion of racial/ethnic identity suggests that that identity can only be claimed through speech acts prior to the cultural field that it negotiates. Or, if the subject is culturally constructed, it is nevertheless vested with an agency, usually figured as the capacity for reflexive mediation, that remains intact regardless of its cultural embeddedness. On such a model, “culture” and “discourse” mire the subject, but do not constitute that subject. . . . And yet, this kind of reasoning falsely presumes (a) agency can only be established through recourse to a predisursive “I” . . . and (b) that to be constituted by discourse is to be determined by discourse . . . .

147 Id. at 144-45; BUTLER, supra note 12, at 7.
148 Id. at 143-45.
149 Cf id. (discussing proposition as applied to gender identity). I would describe this version of performativity as a “strong constructionist model,” a version which denies the biological or physical fact of race and sex categories.
and behaviors—"performative" acts. Therefore, part of the process of constituting oneself as a social actor requires the acceptance and recognition of racial/ethnic codes and markings and the mobilization of these codes to ensure that other actors read them in the manner that ensures one is placed in the desired race or ethnic group. Language and behavior play a key role in this process.

As applied to the daily challenge of asserting a personal identity, the proposition can be instrumentalized as follows. Part of the process of socialization requires that one take up the codes of social meaning about races and ethnic groups and use them as tools in one's individual identity development project. Therefore, as an individual learns about racial and ethnic difference, she constructs her self-concept in relation to these codes. However, the individual has no racial or ethnic identity prior to this socialization, prior to her decision to take up and mobilize codes of racial and ethnic meaning. Typically, this moment of decision is invisible or transparent; it is not experienced as a moment of conscious choice. However, as described by biracial or racially ambiguous persons, the moment of choice can be palpable and even traumatic, and its consequences are long standing.

By treating race and ethnicity as the effect of a signifying practice, enacted through speech and behavior, performativity does not deny what some would call the material realities of race and ethnicity—the importance of physical or morphological characteristics in the process of racial and ethnic ascription. Performativity certainly recognizes the importance of the physical body in identity development. Physicality, in large degree, may limit what racial or ethnic identity an individual can perform successfully. Performativity recognizes this fact, but it refuses to treat race and ethnicity as a

---

150 Cf. id. at 144–45 (discussing gender) ("The rules that govern intelligible identity, i.e., that enable and restrict the intelligible assertion of an 'I,' rules that are partially structured along matrices of gender hierarchy . . . operate through repetition.").


152 Cf. BUTLER, supra note 12, at 2–3 (clarifying that performativity does not seek to deny material realities of sex but asks us to question whether what has been naturalized as biological is actually culturally determined).

mere function of race/ethnicity-associated morphology.\textsuperscript{154} Rather, it suggests that while certain physical traits may suggest a particular racial or ethnic identity or interfere with the performance of one’s chosen identity category, physicality is not entirely determinative of the issue. For example, some people actively perform racial or ethnic identities in an attempt to cancel out the contrary symbolic effect of their morphology,\textsuperscript{155} and are successful in doing so. Also, groups of people with the same racial or ethnic morphology often engage in bitter contests over the proper performance of that racial or ethnic identity, sanctioning persons whom they perceive to engage in inadequate race/ethnicity performance.\textsuperscript{156} These disputes demonstrate that even individuals who possess strong racially and ethnically marked morphological features regard race/ethnicity performance as important.\textsuperscript{157} Therefore, although morphology plays a role in racial and ethnic identity development, performance plays an equally important role in the process.

The second premise of performativity that this Article explores is drawn from Butler’s observation that identity maintenance is an “arduous task”; she suggests that repetition of symbolic acts plays a key role in claiming a certain racial or ethnic identity.\textsuperscript{158} These symbolic acts and behaviors may take the form of aesthetic choices, such as hair and clothing styles, speech patterns, or use of dialect. Because of the arduous nature of the process, individuals may develop practices that either permanently or semi-permanently mark the body, providing a stable basis for public recognition of their chosen racial/ethnic identity.\textsuperscript{159} The compulsion to engage in these acts appears natural and invisible, and it inserts itself into the most mundane, everyday aspects of life. I would further suggest that when an individual is faced with a challenge either to her hold on a racial or ethnic identity or to the relative status ranking of her race or ethnic group, she will feel an even stronger drive to engage in acts that reaffirm her chosen identity. This proposition is illustrated in cases where an

\textsuperscript{154} BUTLER, supra note 121, at 8 (discussing relationship between morphology and gender: “[T]he body’ it [sic] itself a construction, as are the myriad ‘bodies’ that constitute the domain of gendered subjects.”).

\textsuperscript{155} See, e.g., Wijeyesinghe, supra note 153, at 140–41 (quoting multiracial woman, who looked white, as saying, “[B]ecause of my physical appearance, I’m not gonna be taken serious. It’s hard in a way that I almost want to be able to wear a sign or something letting people know of my background and whatever, so that they can accept me . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{156} See id. For a literary treatment of this problem, see MALCOLM X, THE AUTIOBIOGRAPHY OF MALCOLM X (Ballantine Books 1999) (1965).

\textsuperscript{157} See BUTLER, supra note 121, at 8 (discussing proposition in context of gender).

\textsuperscript{158} Id. at 144–45.

\textsuperscript{159} See id. at 128–41 (discussing “subversive bodily acts” through which identity may be performed “on the surface of the body”) (emphasis omitted).
employee engages in a range of racially or ethnically marked practices, even after having been punished for others, in an attempt to find a kind of racial/ethnic identity performance that will be tolerated by her employer.\(^{160}\)

David Kertzer counsels that we should not underestimate the great psychological significance that symbolic performances have for the individual in everyday life. He provides another set of justifications for respecting the need for group-affiliated performances, or personal "rituals,"\(^{161}\) explaining that they allow us to cope with the stresses of a constantly changing world by "building confidence in our sense of self by providing us with a sense of continuity."\(^{162}\) As he explains, each symbolic performance sends an important psychological message—"I am the same person today as I was twenty years ago and as I will be ten years from now"—and "giv[es] us confidence that the world in which we live today is the same world we lived in before and the same world we will have to cope with in the future."\(^{163}\) For individuals who have chosen to enact a particular racial or ethnic identity, race/ethnicity-associated practices provide certain assurances about their group position and importance in the world, even though they know that certain material or personal realities will not remain the same.

The third proposition of racial/ethnic performance is that, in order to be effective, racial/ethnic performance must correspond to those symbolic representations that are culturally intelligible as being representative of or correlated to a particular racial or ethnic identity.\(^{164}\) As Butler explains, the deployable materials for individual expression are "rule-generated identities, ones which rely on the consistent and repeated invocation of rules that condition and restrict culturally intelligible practices of identity."\(^{165}\) Therefore, in order to serve their purpose, race/ethnicity performances must have a symbolic meaning both within the performing individual's ascriptive

---


\(^{161}\) Kertzer describes more than one definition of the term "ritual." However, because he emphasizes the need for repetition and the symbolic importance of these acts in interpreting the events of everyday life, his model is consistent with the definition of "active race/ethnicity performance" as used in this discussion. See DAVID I. KERTZER, RITUAL, POLITICS, AND POWER 8–9 (1988) (describing ritual as "means of channeling emotion, guiding cognition, and organizing social groups").

\(^{162}\) Id. at 10.

\(^{163}\) Id.

\(^{164}\) Cf. BUTLER, supra note 121, at 144–45 (discussing proposition in context of gender).

\(^{165}\) Id.
frameworks and for the community to which she seeks to present this racial or ethnic identity.\textsuperscript{166} For example, a morphologically indeterminate person claiming a West Indian identity would be more likely to emphasize a West Indian accent in her discussions with Caribbean Americans and African Americans to "perform" her ethnic identity than to wear the colors of her country's flag. Both actions are symbolic and are intended to send the same message; however, the accent is a more generally recognized means of activating references for a West Indian identity. This is not to suggest that individuals will never generate idiosyncratic practices intended to function as race/ethnicity performance.\textsuperscript{167} Through pastiche, they occasionally will. However, these idiosyncratic practices are not a focus of this Article because when an individual is punished for engaging in this behavior, it is less likely that the sanction is based on discrimination because the audience for the "performance" often does not understand their meaning.

The fourth proposition, which is captured more subtly in Butler's discussion, is that the performance of racial and ethnic identity provides a person with a sense of agency.\textsuperscript{168} There is no "self" before one's attempt to assert one's existence by seizing the identity categories offered by language. The claiming of this position is what allows one to articulate ideas and act on other issues.\textsuperscript{169} Stated alternatively, when an individual claims her identity as a racialized person and takes up the social codes for expressing racial difference, she is given access to a variety of ways to express her views about social groups and a variety of options for cultural expression. She can then locate herself within existing discussions on a variety of social issues. Of course, a

\textsuperscript{166} Race/ethnicity performance behaviors do, to some degree, rely upon social stereotypes to communicate meaning. Indeed, as Karst explains, a person is often forced into "enactment (even in all sincerity) of the narratives of stereotype attached to the various identity categories [in order to signal his identity category]—or, for people who want to avoid these caricatures, a conscious performance against type." Karst, supra note 10, at 288 (emphasis omitted). This is because our world is made out of already established cultural meanings, which we recombine and reinterpret to make new associations. Because these understandings which link behaviors and physical characteristics to groups are not always negative, this analysis refers to such understandings in less loaded terminology: social codes.

\textsuperscript{167} Butler suggests, regarding gender, that these idiosyncratic practices are the results of pastiche, combining old behaviors or shaping behaviors to fit contemporary circumstances. Butler, supra note 121, at 145 (explaining that subject's agency, "located within the possibility of a variation on that repetition," is expressed through "complex reconfiguration and redeployment" of available social norms and symbols); see also Klare, supra note 94, at 1408 (explaining that individual innovation on identity performance comes from "acknowledging, rearranging, recombining, and altering the bits and pieces [of behaviors and signs] already available within the cultural context").

\textsuperscript{168} Butler, supra note 12, at 6–8.

\textsuperscript{169} Id. at 7.
person's decision to take up and use racial and ethnic codes in her identity project does not determine automatically what her view will be on any particular issue. However, by taking up these codes, one opens up a set of options and, in exchange, is given the materials with which one can ensure that one consistently elicits the desired responses from ingroup and outgroup members.

This proposition is explored in more detail in Kertzer's analysis of the symbolic and communicative importance of group-associated practices. He explains that group-associated practices provide an individual with three benefits: They (1) allow a person to affirm her connection to her cultural past or the historic struggles of her group; (2) cultivate feelings of solidarity in order that she may understand her "place in the world"; and (3) assist her to view herself as performing distinct social roles. These propositions apply equally in cases of race/ethnicity performance. For example, an African American person's decision to wear cornrows provides all three of the psychological benefits described above: The braids allow her to (1) affirm her connection to a larger African or African American community; (2) express solidarity with that community on a daily basis; and (3) actualize and valorize her connection to a history of black opposition and oppression—a heroic opportunity perhaps rarely afforded in everyday life. Indeed, challenging her employer's prohibition against wearing the hairstyle or enduring the negative reaction of coworkers may bring her additional psychological benefits.

Intuitively, the next question in our investigation becomes: How does the racial or ethnic subject locate and choose performative behaviors? Butler's theory is not designed to address this question, but certain conclusions can be drawn from social psychology in the area of racial and ethnic identity formation. First, social psychologists indicate that racial and ethnic identity, in the first instance, is shaped by the family. Therefore, this unit should be seen as the primary inculcator to race/ethnicity performance behaviors. Second, the indi-

---

170 KERTZER, supra note 161, at 8–12 (defining and describing characteristics of rituals).

171 Id. at 9–11. Kertzer aptly notes that an individual's participation in certain group-associated symbolic practices arouses an emotional response through which a complex ritual drama is permitted to take hold. As applied here, Kertzer's work suggests that race performance may help individuals actualize more complicated political ideas about race. For example, an individual may not be familiar with all of the constitutive political and religious tenets associated with the Nation of Islam; however, he can affirm his connection to the group by reading the group's newspaper or wearing a Kufe during his period of experimentation with the identity. Lastly, Kertzer indicates that symbolic behaviors like race performance can build bonds of solidarity among community members. Id. at 61–67.

vidual's wider community also provides her with a choice of race/ethnicity performance options. Importantly, the options available will vary based on the social conditions that the individual contends with and the physical resources at her disposal. Therefore, race/ethnicity performance will look different in integrated as opposed to highly segregated communities, urban as opposed to rural areas, and religious as opposed to secular communities. Race/ethnicity performance options also are offered in music and other media representations of race and ethnicity, whether they are behaviors associated with popular heroes or provided by negative media accounts of racial and ethnic subjects as victims or criminals.

Butler and Kertzer's insights provide the basis for three general observations about the motivations and concerns of persons engaged in race/ethnicity performance, as well as a way for courts to predict and understand individuals' reactions to attempts to police this behavior. First, they suggest that an individual's hold on an identity is at many times tentative and unsure, and it is likely to be most at risk when an incident occurs that challenges an individual's connection with that identity or ranks the identity as low-status. Translated to the employment context, I believe that courts reviewing Title VII cases may see scenarios in which plaintiffs' race/ethnicity performance practices actually increase when employers prohibit such behavior because they are forcing minorities to question the status ranking of their group and to defend that group. The worker who challenges her employer's prohibition is attempting to address a dignitary harm. She simultaneously may experience the rule as traumatic and disorienting as she attempts to maintain her hold on her chosen racial or ethnic identity.

Second, different performative behaviors actually may be part of the same race/ethnicity performance project. Because there are multiple sources for generating ideas about racial/ethnic identity, individuals may vacillate between different identity performance options until they temporarily find a collection of performative behaviors that are suited to their environment, circumstances, and personal tastes. Therefore, rather than looking for an employee to engage consistently

---

173 See Cross & Fhagen-Smith, supra note 119, at 248, 250–51 (recognizing that cues for performance of racial identity are drawn primarily from family and community).

174 See id. at 250–51, 253.

175 This is consistent with Cross's model of Nigrescence, which indicates that an individual may move from a racially neutral position to a more race-affirming outlook in the face of a traumatic event. Id. at 260 (describing this kind of experience as part of "encounter" phase of his model).

in a single kind of race/ethnicity performance, courts should consider whether the employee is switching behaviors because she is trying to identify the set of behaviors that suit her lifestyle needs or, importantly, because she is trying to find a form of race/ethnicity performance that comports with the employer’s workplace rules and dress code. Without this insight, courts might interpret an employee’s shifts between race/ethnicity performance behaviors as willful recalcitrance when they actually may show that the employee is attempting to comply with her employer’s rules.

The third observation is that persons engaged in the same race/ethnicity performance behaviors may offer very different justifications for why the behavior has symbolic importance to them. Symbolic practices are able to wed large and diverse groups under a single heading precisely because the behaviors have multiple meanings and can signify each simultaneously. As a result, they allow groups to “build political solidarity in the absence of consensus” based on a mythic conception of unity that can be used for other purposes. This proposition, as it pertains to our discussion, suggests that courts should recognize that members of a racial or ethnic group may agree that certain practices, aesthetics, or behaviors are important for that community but differ as to the justifications for their importance. Despite these multiple meanings, individuals can and will mobilize based on a particular symbolic practice when they feel outgroup members are challenging their way of life. This spirit of cooperation eventually may lead them to mobilize based on other issues.

This dynamic is observed easily in cases involving black persons’ interests in wearing dreadlocks. Some people wearing the hairstyle indicate that their interest in doing so stems from their belief in Nazarite precepts and the religious beliefs of the “original” Black Jews; others justify the practice as part of Rastafarianism; and still others argue that dreadlocks are a secular celebration of African American

Caldwell, supra note 18, at 383–85 (discussing changing hairstyles as means of expressing cultural identity).

See KERTZER, supra note 161, at 11. Kertzer explains that “[c]reating a symbol or . . . identifying oneself with a popular symbol can be a potent means of gaining and keeping power, for the hallmark of power is the construction of reality.” Id. at 5.

Id. at 11; see also Kenji Yoshino, Suspect Symbols: The Literary Argument for Heightened Scrutiny for Gays, 96 Colum. L. Rev. 1753, 1770 (1996) (explaining that symbols “subsume[ ] plural meanings in order to have plural appeal” and have “ability to draw together communities of adherents precisely because they do not force believers to articulate what it is about the symbol that draws them together”). Kertzer agrees and explains that symbols’ ambiguity increases their power; “[t]he complexity and uncertainty of meaning of symbols are sources of their strength.” KERTZER, supra note 161, at 11.

See Yoshino, supra note 178, at 1770.
beauty and culture. Dreadlocks function as symbols for all of these perspectives and the potentially associated social and political trends they represent within black communities.

The example above illustrates an essential point: The fact that a practice does not have a single symbolic meaning to its community of origin is separate from and irrelevant to the fact that it functions as a disturbing racial or ethnic signifier to those who would discriminate against a subordinate race or ethnic group. Stated alternatively, the multiple symbolic meanings associated with a race/ethnicity-associated practice do not muddy the reality that this practice functions as a trigger for discrimination by outgroups. Therefore, although courts should look to precedent to identify practices that have been recognized as expressive of a given racial/ethnic identity, they should not expect that the justification linking the practice with a given identity will remain the same in all geographic areas or over time. Even when these justifications differ, the only relevant inquiry is whether the alleged discriminator sanctioned the subject engaged in the behavior because she recognized it as racially/ethnically coded behavior and because of her antipathy for a particular racial/ethnic group.

Given these insights about the importance of racial and ethnic identity practices, the question becomes: Do we want to preserve an antidiscrimination regime that only protects against discrimination based on physical features when, in many circumstances, minority workers are equally targeted because of voluntary race/ethnicity-associated behavior? Consider the repercussions: By preserving a rule that protects minority workers only from sanctions triggered by morphological difference, Title VII creates a dynamic that sabotages the minority workers it most wants to encourage—those raised in ethnic or racial enclaves who, despite their fears about cultural unfamiliarity, are willing to try interracial workplace experiences. It seems fundamentally wrong to subject workers who are willing to face this challenge to the whims of an employer spurred by invidious discriminatory motives. Sadly, many poor minorities who attempt to interview for jobs at white-collar businesses are dealt an unforgettable dignitary blow, as they learn about "discrimination by proxy" and the vulnerability they face because they display voluntary racially and ethnically marked features. These workers are painfully reminded of
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their difference and the low status of their racial or ethnic group. Additionally, they learn that employers can and will discriminate against them based on these voluntary differences with impunity. These are the lessons taught by a regime that ignores, and even subsidizes "discrimination by proxy," as Title VII, at present, fails to provide these workers with a remedy.

B. Understanding Prejudice: Outgroup Reactions to Race/Ethnicity Performance Behavior

Our understanding of an individual's interest in race/ethnicity performance would be incomplete without an explanation of the effect of this behavior on outgroup members. The following discussion traces outgroups' reactions to race/ethnicity performance, relying heavily on recent applications of "group position theory" as interpreted by Lawrence Bobo, in addition to Samuel Gaertner and John Dovidio's studies on "aversive racism."

Before engaging in a more detailed treatment of individual prejudice models, it is helpful to have some background on the history and development of prejudice studies in the United States. John Dovidio explains that prejudice studies can be separated into three waves. The first wave in the late 1950s was dominated by psychologists who posited that prejudice was an individual psychopathology. This pathology model, however, proved unworkable, as it failed to explain why, despite legal initiatives and reeducation efforts, Americans continued to engage in prejudiced behavior. Faced with the reality that discrimination was a continuing feature of social life, prejudice studies gave birth to a "second wave," a period in which scholars treated prejudice as a normal cognitive social process, influenced by both internal personality variables and external pressures. These scholars examined prejudice as a social structural phenomenon—that is, a force in dialectic relationship with social institutions. Specifically, they recognized that social institutions encouraged the development and use of racial/ethnic constructs by citizens, and, in turn, these institutions found that they were required to use these constructs in order to match their citizens' understandings of their own
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181 See Matsuda, supra note 91, at 1333–39 (discussing accent discrimination in Fragante v. City and County of Honolulu, 888 F.2d 591 (9th Cir. 1989)).
182 See id. at 1338–39 (noting that employer prevailed in Fragante).
183 Bobo, supra note 20.
184 See Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123.
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187 Id. at 831.
identities. At the end of the second wave and moving into the third, scholars recognized that because of the moral hegemony of antiracist ideas, prejudiced persons now experience a cognitive split: They claim to have egalitarian views but still feel compelled to engage in prejudiced behavior. The third, or current wave, therefore, builds upon this important recognition and explores the conscious and unconscious impulses for prejudiced reactions. Third wave scholars also examine more closely the justifications manufactured by persons with these cognitive splits, exploring the reasons and rationales that prejudiced individuals offer, as they find ways to characterize what is clearly discriminatory behavior in a way that does not challenge their professed egalitarian views. Additionally, these studies inquire into the exchange between discriminator and target, examining how and when the target perceives these more subtle forms of discrimination and the target’s feelings of antipathy and sense of agency.

The group position and aversive racism theories straddle the divide between the second and third waves. Sociologist Lawrence Bobo’s work is particularly astute, marrying the priorities of each wave successfully. Bobo’s theory of group position relies heavily on a second wave precept—that discrimination is a consequence of social structure. Group position theory posits that racial prejudice is not a collection of irrational feelings and stereotypes about race but rather “[i]s best understood as a general attitude or orientation involving normative ideas about where one’s own group should stand in the social order vis-à-vis an outgroup.” Group position theory, however, posits that this anxiety about group status manifests itself in two forms. High-status group members will be concerned about: (1) their group’s relative status-group ranking at a particular time, as compared with perceived subordinate groups, and (2) articulating their own values in such a way that the group maintains cohesion and excludes unwanted others. With regard to this second component, this

188 See id. at 831-32 (noting that second wave focused on “how normal processes associated with socialization and social norms [could] support prejudice and aid in its transmission”).
189 Id. at 835.
190 Id. at 838-41.
191 See id. at 835-38 (describing studies on aversive racism in emergency intervention situations and hiring decisions).
192 See, e.g., id. at 844-45.
193 Bobo, supra note 20.
194 Id. at 449 (summarizing Herbert Blumer’s theory of group position).
195 Id. at 454 (explaining that dominant group’s concerns run along two axes: “One axis involve[s] the more obvious dimension of domination and oppression, of hierarchical ordering and positioning. [The] second . . . involve[s] a dimension of exclusion and inclusion, of socioemotional embrace or recoil”).
impulse may take a variety of forms, as “dominant group members must make an affectively important distinction between themselves and [perceived] subordinate group members . . . linked to ideas about the traits, capabilities and likely behaviors of subordinate group members.” The critical distinction between group position theory and more classic models of discrimination is that dominant group members “are not merely saying that the racial minority group is different or lesser, or even simply venting an affective hostility or resentment, but rather (and perhaps centrally) claiming that their relative status is [potentially] significantly diminished by this difference.”

Group position theory was originally created to study whites’ relationships to minority groups; however, Bobo decisively moves group position theory into the third wave when he shows that the premises of the theory are equally helpful in understanding “how members of a subordinate group come to view members of a dominant group.” Group position theory thus can be applied to “relations among and between racial minority groups in a multiethnic social setting.” Bobo identifies the four foundational beliefs that trigger individuals to engage in group position thinking: (1) “a feeling of superiority on the part of their group”; (2) “a belief that the
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200 There are two schools of thought about the relationship between ingroup pride and outgroup prejudice. The first presumes that ingroup preference can exist without outgroup hostility; the second presumes that the two are reciprocally related. Brewer, supra note 39, at 430 (noting that majority of scholarship presumes ingroup bias and outgroup prejudice are always combined). A group of scholars, however, building on the first premise, has sought to identify the circumstances when these ingroup preferences and solidarities will correlate with outgroup prejudice and hostility. Amélie Mummendey & Hans-Joachim Schreiber, Better or Just Different? Positive Social Identity by Discrimination Against, or by Differentiation from Outgroups, 13 EUR. J. SOC. PSYCHOL. 389, 391 (1983) (investigating which types of comparisons reflect outgroup discrimination in addition to ingroup bias); Amélie Mummendey et al., Categorization Is Not Enough: Intergroup Discrimination in Negative Outcome Allocation, 28 J. EXP. SOC. PSYCHOL. 125, 125 (1992) (investigating whether group members exhibit ingroup favoritism in distributing negative outcomes between ingroup and outgroup); Naomi Struch & Shalom H. Schwartz, Intergroup Aggression: Its Predictors and Distinctness From In-Group Bias, 56 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 364, 364 (1989) (investigating relation of ingroup bias to outgroup aggression). Marilynn Brewer argues in favor of the first premise, claiming that ingroup solidarity and outgroup antipathy are not necessarily related. Brewer, supra note 39, at 430. She indicates that much of contemporary prejudice is not motivated by hostility towards outgroups, but rather by the attempt to exhibit favor for and limit preferences to ingroup members. Id. at 433–34. In a context where workers participate in a zero-sum game for opportunities and benefits, particularly when one of the central issues in dispute is the cultural backdrop of the workplace, this ingroup preference can ripen into outgroup hostility. See id. at 435. In all, Brewer discusses five factors that tend to make ingroup prefer-
subordinate group is intrinsically different and alien”; (3) “a sense of proprietary claim over certain rights, statuses, and resources”; and (4) the “perception of threat from members of a subordinate group who harbor a desire for a greater share of dominant group members’ prerogatives.”

Members of different races and ethnic groups will exhibit these same anxieties, both when they enjoy cultural hegemony, and when they perceive that their group’s position has lost ground in relation to another perceived subordinate minority group. Therefore, in the employment setting, we can expect to see conflicts about race/ethnicity performance between whites and subordinate minority groups, as well as between two relatively low-status minority groups, one of which appears to enjoy cultural hegemony or preferred status in a particular workplace.

One of Bobo’s most valuable insights is his discussion of dominant group members’ “sense of proprietary claim over . . . rights, statuses, and resources.” This provides a basis for understanding the stakes of the cultural or group status battles that occur in race/ethnicity performance cases. Disputes about status can be over material, tangible goods, such as jobs, property, businesses, or political opportunities, or they may concern intangible goods such as prestige or the power to create an atmosphere or “area[ ] of intimacy.” This insight suggests that employers’ or coworkers’ desire to sanction an employee for race/ethnicity performance may be a response to the concern that the minority worker’s behavior may in some way alter the cultural climate of the workplace, raising the status of her group, or destroying the intimacy enjoyed by relatively higher-status group members whose cultural perspective dominates the workplace. The event that triggers group status anxieties need not be an actual threat; anxiety can be triggered even by a perceived threat to the status rankings of dominant group members. Therefore, although the race/ethnicity performance behavior of a single employee may present little danger of changing the overall cultural environment of the work-

ences dangerous: (1) feelings of ingroup moral superiority; (2) perceived threat of competition from outgroup members for social resources; (3) perceived advancement of a shared threat or goal, which highlights a lack of basis for trust between group members; (4) shared values, which can promote competition on the same or similar scales of differential worth; and (5) formal political contests between groups. Id. at 435–38. Brewer explains that the best way to achieve social stability is to get people to recognize the multiple bases for their identities as opposed to encouraging ingroup loyalty on a single axis. Id. at 439–41.
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site, if it is perceived as such, it will trigger complaints and sanctions from outgroup members.

A few examples make this point clear. Consider a scenario in which white employees in a majority white workforce notice that a small number of Latino employees speak Spanish during breaks. White employees may perceive these incidents as threats to their group's status because they, for the first time, are unable to participate in some workplace discussions and because the Spanish speakers' conduct destroys the atmosphere of intimacy (in which their experience was culturally dominant). Alternatively, they may react negatively simply because they believe that Spanish is stigmatized and that these conversations destroy the higher-status "American" or English speaking culture in the workplace. Similarly, white employees may react negatively to blacks wearing cultural hairstyles or headwraps to work because these appearance choices reject the existing aesthetic baseline of the workplace, making white workers suddenly feel marginalized. The black workers' acts disrupt the pleasant fiction that all workers share the same aesthetic values (and may be particularly disturbing to white workers if they feel a more Anglo aesthetic is being disfavored). Additionally, white workers may worry that the minority workers' appearance will detrimentally affect public perception of the company by making it appear culturally infected by African American aesthetics, a development that threatens to lower their personal status as employees of the company.

Group position theory's potential to help clarify race/ethnicity performance disputes becomes increasingly clear once we control for a phenomenon that Samuel Gaertner and John Dovidio call "aversive racism." Gaertner and Dovidio explain that "changing norms" and "legislative interventions," such as the Civil Rights Act, have made discrimination "not simply immoral but also illegal" and, as a consequence, "overt expressions of prejudice have declined significantly over the past 35 years." Racism, however, has not been abolished; rather, it has morphed into a different form. This modern form of discrimination, which they call "aversive racism," differs from "old-fashioned" racism, which was blatant. Aversive racism is a more "subtle, often unintentional form of bias" displayed by whites who have "strong egalitarian values and who believe that they are nonprej-
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udiced."\textsuperscript{210} Whites who suffer from aversive racism will deny any personal prejudice but still harbor underlying or unconscious negative feelings or beliefs about minority groups. Gaertner and Dovidio explain that "[b]ecause aversive racists consciously endorse egalitarian values . . . , they will not discriminate directly and openly in ways that can be attributed to racism. However, because of their negative feelings, they will discriminate, often unintentionally, when their behavior can be justified on the basis of some factor other than race . . . ."\textsuperscript{211}

Gaertner and Dovidio suggest that aversive racists need to disguise prejudiced behavior as seemingly objective neutral complaints because they suffer from cognitive dissonance. They explicitly sympathize with the victims of prior racial injustice and in principle are liberal\textsuperscript{212} but, almost unavoidably, have closeted negative feelings about certain minorities that they reveal in limited circumstances.\textsuperscript{213} These negative unconscious feelings about minorities stem from instructions provided by parents and peers that minority groups are relatively low-status,\textsuperscript{214} and these lessons prove much more difficult to unlearn than explicitly racist beliefs. Dovidio explains, "With experience or socialization, people change their attitudes. However, the original attitude is not replaced, but rather it is stored in memory and becomes implicit, whereas the newer attitude is conscious and explicit."\textsuperscript{215} As a consequence, aversive racists experience unconscious negative feelings about minorities and feel discomfort, uneasiness, fear, and even disgust in their presence.\textsuperscript{216}

\textsuperscript{210} Id. The authors recognize that minorities can display the same kind of aversive racism but explain that they focus on whites in their analysis because this group holds a disproportionately greater amount of political, social, and economic power. Id.

\textsuperscript{211} Id.; see Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123, at 66. ("[E]ven when normative guidelines are clear, aversive racists unwittingly may search for ostensibly non-racial factors that could justify a negative response to blacks.").

\textsuperscript{212} Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123, at 62.

\textsuperscript{213} Id.; Dovidio, supra note 185, at 834–35.

\textsuperscript{214} See Dovidio et al., supra note 207, at 94 (noting that such attitudes "commonly arise developmentally").

\textsuperscript{215} Id.

\textsuperscript{216} Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123, at 63. They note that sometimes the negative feelings start out as a fear of discussing race issues with blacks out of concern that they may be regarded as racist, and subsequently, this general anxiety and unease becomes directly associated with blacks (and other minorities). See id. at 64.

One of the reasons people find it difficult to identify and problematize aversive racist thinking is because they have been taught to villainize old-guard, traditional, explicit racism and build their identities around rejecting this kind of extreme behavior. Once their identities are constructed in this manner, they tend not to be attuned to the fact that racist attitudes and behaviors fall on a continuum, and that their rejection of extreme forms does not obviate the need for them to address racist behaviors (including their own) that take a more subtle form. See Barbara J. Flagg, "I Was Blind, But Now I See": White Race Consciousness and the Requirement of Discriminatory Intent, 91 Mich. L. Rev. 953,
Dovidio and Gaertner’s work suggests that employers and employees that are agitated by “group positioning” concerns rarely will explicitly acknowledge that they are racially or ethnically biased. However, because of their general discomfort with minorities and their unconscious negative feelings towards them, they will feel much more comfortable articulating this discomfort as disgust over race/ethnicity performance behavior. Indeed, when an employer can prohibit race/ethnicity-associated behavior on seemingly neutral grounds, she can satisfy her conscious desire to support racial equality and simultaneously satisfy a subconscious desire to maintain the dominance of her racial group in the workplace, as well as decrease the number of minority applicants and workers.217

Taken together, these studies provide a roadmap for understanding workplace race/ethnicity performance disputes. They suggest that most Americans largely have internalized antiracist messages, and, as such, they will avoid at all costs being labeled a prejudiced person.218 However, despite their professed antiracism, most Americans remain acutely aware of racial/ethnic group status issues and feel threatened by cultural changes that disfavor their group.219 At present, common sense tells them that they will be branded as bigots if they discriminate against other groups based on race/ethnicity-associated morphology or because of racial/ethnic status; as such, they will work actively to avoid having their behavior characterized in this manner. Americans will, however, find ways to express their antipathy towards outgroups in “neutral” terms: This justification allows the individual to affirm her egalitarian antiracist identity, while at the same time satisfying her subconscious desire to express antipathy towards outgroup members or strengthen her own group’s position in the racial and ethnic status hierarchy.220

981 (1993) (explaining that most whites “view[] Klan and other overtly white supremacist attitudes as extreme, perhaps pathological, deviations from the norm of white racial thinking, as if those attitudes can be comprehended in complete isolation from the culture in which they are embedded”).

217 See Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123, at 85 (arguing that “even when norms are clear, whites continue to be more sensitive to ostensibly nonracial factors that could permit them to rationalize a negative response toward blacks”).

218 See id. at 62.

219 Gaertner and Dovidio explain that the ethnic or racial group with the greatest social power “is motivated to ensure its advantages by initiating” (or by extension defending) policies that favor their group. Id. at 64 (discussing theory of internal colonization).

220 With this understanding about the cognitive process that underlies contemporary prejudiced behavior, one can see how complaints about race performance are likely to serve the same role that more explicit discriminatory statements served in the past. In cases regarding race/ethnicity performance, no defendant ever says, “We don’t want X to engage in this behavior because it is race or ethnically marked.” Rather, the defendant’s justifications are that the behavior is disruptive, causes safety concerns, degrades morale,
Jack Balkin lays out a similar template that, while not explicitly indebted to group position theory, understands workplace discrimination disputes as struggles over status hierarchy. Balkin's primary purpose is to defend Title VII's hostile environment doctrine against attacks from free speech absolutists who contend that this doctrine unreasonably inhibits individual speech liberties. Balkin argues that hostile environment rules should not be understood as an attempt to muzzle employees under general civility codes but, rather, are an attempt to prevent coworkers from imposing status hierarchies by exacting dignitary and psychological injuries on workers from low-status groups.

Balkin's concerns about status hierarchy prove extremely useful in understanding why Title VII should prohibit conflicts in the workplace that create a hostile environment based on race/ethnicity performance. As he explains, since "material benefits and social status are so deeply interconnected in the workplace, status-based harms that significantly alter people's working conditions for the worse constitute employment discrimination under Title VII." Stated more simply, he points out that the subtle messages of inferiority sent about minorities in the workplace have real material repercussions for minority workers. For example, rules that are hostile to race/ethnicity performance may deleteriously affect an employee's psychology and her willingness to attempt advancement. These rules also may silently confirm any negative perceptions other employees may have about
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It would be a great mistake to understand hostile environment doctrine simply as a set of rules designed to preserve civility, to protect individual dignity, or to prevent offense. Sexual [or race-based] harassment is prohibited because it is a status-enforcing mechanism—it employs offense, insult, and indignity to maintain the inferior status of women [and minorities]. Prohibitions on the use of this mechanism are designed to dismantle social subordination and to achieve civil equality, both within the workplace and, through their effects on the structure of work, in society as a whole.  

Id. at 2308.  
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the targeted group, increasing the potential for other kinds of discrimination.

Given these realities, one questions why the law permits employers to inflict status-based injuries through grooming codes and other rules without violating Title VII's protections. Indeed, if an employer can be required to institute hostile environment rules that prohibit employees from generally communicating their view about the low status of particular races or ethnic groups, why should the employer then be permitted to communicate the same message of inferiority under cover of a grooming or disciplinary code?

C. Understanding Modern Title VII Cases

The scholarship discussed above provides a number of insights that are immediately helpful in understanding the challenges that courts will face in resolving future discrimination cases, particularly as they affect the individual psychology of the complaining worker, and the psychological calculus of the alleged discriminators. As a baseline proposition, the aversive racism model suggests that courts in the future should expect to see fewer cases about race/ethnicity-associated morphology, and more about "discrimination by proxy," which involve rules that on their face or by application prohibit behavioral or aesthetic attributes that are associated with particular races or ethnic groups. The way courts sort through these cases should be informed by the psychology of both the target and the discriminator if Title VII is to achieve its goal of making discrimination too costly for employers and employees to indulge in this behavior.

First, the aversive racism model teaches that the new frontier in employment antidiscrimination law is "discrimination by proxy," cases involving a neutral policy that either specifically identifies a cultural practice (or statistically correlated practice) associated with a particular racial/ethnic group for prohibition, or a neutral policy that is interpreted to prohibit racial- or ethnic-specific behavior. Again, the aversive racism model posits that almost no employer will institute a policy saying that she will not hire blacks. The employer may, however, achieve the same goal by instituting a policy prohibiting all-braided hairstyles. This "neutral" rule could trigger a lawsuit by a worker who experiences the rule as an assault on the relative status of her racial group, or one who feels compelled to defend the group as an attempt to perform a black identity. Under the current regime,
the employer wins under both a disparate impact and disparate treatment model, as the employer’s rule simply does not concern any immutable aspect of racial identity.\footnote{See Gaertner & Dovidio, Aversive Racism, supra note 123, at 85 (arguing that “[i]t is unlikely . . . that aversive racism can be alleviated by such direct methods [as social and legal pressures],” in contrast to “old-fashioned racism”). Although disparate impact analysis only requires that one identify a practice that has a disproportionately negative impact on a protected group, when presented with race performance claims, courts have asked for evidence that the practice stems from an immutable characteristic. See Rogers v. Am. Airlines, Inc. 527 F. Supp. 229, 231–32 (S.D.N.Y. 1981).}

Prejudice studies suggest that we must interrogate these allegedly “neutral” grooming codes and recognize that they are often used to harass low-status ethnic groups and races.\footnote{See also Susan Bisom-Rapp, Discerning Form from Substance: Understanding Employer Litigation Prevention Strategies, 3 EMPLOYEE RTS. & EMP. POL’Y J. 1, 18–19 (1999) (explaining that employers are counseled by defense law firms to avoid any reference to race and sex when conducting performance evaluations and to frame their comments in neutral terms to protect themselves against litigation).} Skillfully drawn, these policies appear colorblind but, when viewed against the backdrop of the default behaviors of the high status or dominant group in the workplace, it becomes clear that they subsidize practices that are favored by one race or ethnic group, and thereby improve their relative standing in the workplace, but are hostile to low-status races and ethnic groups, and potentially build an atmosphere for other kinds of discrimination.\footnote{See generally Barbara J. Flagg, Fashioning A Title VII Remedy for Transparently White Subjective Decisionmaking, 104 YALE L.J. 2009 (1995).} Minority workers often experience these policies with built-in preferences for certain groups as creating an atmosphere of intimidation: They communicate the employer’s continuing belief in certain racial/ethnic status hierarchies and send a clear message of the minority employee’s relative inferiority.\footnote{Chamallas, supra note 17, at 2408.}

To address squarely the inequities caused by these so-called “neutral” grooming codes, judges conducting Title VII inquiries must interrogate aggressively the motives behind policies that disproportionately burden or effectively screen out minority workers because of voluntary race/ethnicity-associated behavior.\footnote{See id. (arguing that jobs which force one to “suppress one’s cultural identity to suit the image of the business [are] insulting and demeaning”).} For example, in a series of cornrow discrimination cases that involved American Airlines, the company contended that braided hairstyles simply did not comport with their “professional” aesthetic.\footnote{231 Indeed, American Airlines never was required to demonstrate why braids were unprofessional in the cases I reviewed on this issue. See Cooper v. Am. Airlines, Inc., No. 97-1901, 1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 10426 (4th Cir. May 26, 1998) (per curiam); Rogers v. Am. Airlines, Inc., 527 F. Supp. 229 (S.D.N.Y. 1981).} If the
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company had been asked to justify this position, it would have been forced to articulate its actual justifications and confront any racially biased reasoning behind this policy. I suggest that if employers were more often required to expand upon their "objective" reasons for prohibiting race/ethnicity performance, they would reveal their reliance on historical stereotypes about minority groups and their policies could be rejected on that basis. One thing, however, is clear. As long as race/ethnicity performance is exempted from Title VII's definition of protected status, "discrimination by proxy" will continue. These seemingly "neutral" policies will be justified as employer prerogative under common law rules, a doctrinal field simply ill-equipped to address the equal protection concerns raised in these circumstances.

The second area of court emphasis that is suggested by the aforementioned prejudice studies is the need to interrogate what is now treated as "unconscious" racism. Stated simply, there will be some who believe Title VII is overreaching when it seeks to address unconscious racist and ethnically biased impulses, despite the teachings of aversive racism. Proponents of this view would suggest that since the employer has not attempted consciously to deny a person benefits and privileges because of race or ethnicity, she should not be held liable if her decisions inadvertently cause the same result. They would argue that Title VII has done all it was supposed to do: It has altered employers' conscious intent and made it too costly for them to engage in explicit discrimination. Now that employers have adopted policies that are non-discriminatory on their face, the law simply should not attempt to reach further and deconstruct unexamined preferences that may have discriminatory effects. Critics also may cite the practical difficulties of shaping legal doctrine to address subconscious or unconscious behavior. As a basic matter, they question whether courts reliably can discern when an ostensibly neutral reason is actually a cover for prejudice.

Constructing a legal inquiry to examine these unconscious attitudes will prove challenging; however, ignoring this problem would exact too high a cost. Aversive racism is a powerful force in personnel decisions. Dovidio points to data showing that when black and white

232 See Amy L. Wax, Discrimination As Accident, 74 IND. L.J. 1129 (arguing that practical difficulties of controlling unconscious or subconscious discrimination militate against creating protections). But see Flagg, supra note 216, at 957-58 (arguing for importance of capturing phenomenon currently characterized as unconscious racism). See also id. at 991-1005 (describing how heightened scrutiny of criteria for employment decisions could be used to address "unconscious" discrimination).

233 See Dovidio, supra note 185, at 836-37 (discussing results of study that show that "unconscious" racism has powerful consequences but can be quite subtle).
candidates have equivalent credentials but are perhaps only marginally qualified for a position, white personnel directors tend to prefer white candidates.\textsuperscript{234} He concludes that in these marginal cases, whites are willing to give other whites "the benefit of the doubt" that they can perform adequately.\textsuperscript{235} Additionally, other sociological studies have shown that employers tend to interview and hire those candidates that they perceive as similar to themselves, unfairly burdening minority candidates who display unfamiliar race/ethnicity-associated behaviors.\textsuperscript{236} When these subtle preferences are rendered invisible, one is left without satisfactory answers regarding minorities' failure to advance in certain workplaces. Having recognized that prejudice has not entirely abated, but has simply morphed into another form, how can we defend the decision not to proscribe this conduct? It seems wholly unconscionable to ignore this bias, particularly when it is known to have material effects on workers' opportunities for advancement.

Furthermore, the claim that courts cannot interrupt unconscious discriminatory impulses proves untrue. In describing the advances of prejudice studies, Dovidio highlights that prejudiced persons display two kinds of behavior, each of which is measurable and studiable. The first kind concerns "explicit attitudes," which are deliberative or actively chosen. Explicit attitudes are those for which people have the opportunity to weigh the costs and benefits of various courses of action.\textsuperscript{237} Thus far, antidiscrimination law has devoted itself solely to this problem. Second, there are "implicit attitudes" that are more difficult to monitor and control because people do not view them as representative of their true attitude or outlook and, therefore, have no investment in trying to control them.\textsuperscript{238} Note, however, that this second group of implicit or "unconscious" attitudes is not intrinsically different from conscious thoughts; they are not thoughts we cannot control; they are simply thoughts that we do not try to control.\textsuperscript{239}

Our history suggests that the law has proven quite effective in bringing unconscious impulses into the realm of conscious thought.

\textsuperscript{234} Id. at 837.
\textsuperscript{235} Id.
\textsuperscript{237} Dovidio, \textit{supra} note 185, at 838.
\textsuperscript{238} Id. at 840.
\textsuperscript{239} \textit{See id.} at 838 ("Implicit attitudes and stereotypes... are evaluations and beliefs that are automatically activated by the mere presence... of the attitude object. They commonly function in an unconscious fashion.").
through legal sanction.\textsuperscript{240} Indeed, much of the complaint about sexual harassment/hostile environment codes as being muzzles or civility codes is based on resentment from employees who dislike having to think more carefully about what they say and are nostalgic for the time when their discriminatory comments were treated as innocent, innocuous behavior. Yet requiring workers to recognize the effects of casual comments that create hostile environments unquestionably has had a transformative effect on women’s and minorities’ workplace experiences. If the law were to make the more subtle kinds of aversive racism the basis for Title VII sanctions, these attitudes and behaviors would also be drawn into the realm of conscious thought. Barbara Flagg similarly has argued in favor of a standard that would challenge employers to recognize that certain “unconscious” behavior has discriminatory effects and hold them accountable for their decisions.\textsuperscript{241} What is required is that the employer must be given the motivation to consider the repercussions of seemingly “innocent” decisions that burden racial or ethnic minorities engaged in group-specific behavior. Several scholars have already developed promising tools for probing objective sentiments to discern their discriminatory underpinnings.\textsuperscript{242}

Given these insights, the challenge for courts is to weigh the equities in each race/ethnicity performance case and determine whether the employer’s hostility to certain performances is motivated by discriminatory impulses—because of concerns about maintaining the cultural dominance of one group or because she automatically stigmatizes the race/ethnicity-associated practice.\textsuperscript{243} In examining the employee’s claim, the court first must be concerned about whether the

\textsuperscript{240} See generally Jolynn Childers, Note, Is There a Place for a Reasonable Woman in the Law? A Discussion of Recent Developments in Hostile Environment Sexual Harassment Law, 42 Duke L.J. 854 (1993) (exploring how hostile environment law has created debates about social interactions and perceptions of social interaction in ways that force individuals to think more critically about previously unexamined comments and behavior).

\textsuperscript{241} Flagg, supra note 216, at 991–1005.


\textsuperscript{243} Paul Brest notes that outgroup members may fall prey to the “phenomenon of racially selective sympathy and indifference” towards minority persons, which is “the unconscious failure to extend to a minority the same recognition of humanity, and hence the same sympathy and care, given as a matter of course to one’s own group.” Paul Brest,
race/ethnicity performance concerns a trait that, because of dignitary concerns, we would not ask the individual to change. Under this model, the burden is on the employee to show the strength of the association between a practice and her race or ethnic group. Once the burden is established, an employer must do more than simply offer a "neutral" value or justification for its decision; instead, it must specifically explain how the race/ethnicity performance thwarts the realization of that value, rather than simply offering its unsupported opinion. In Part III, I review a number of cases to show that, with a careful eye towards these issues, courts can better resolve race/ethnicity performance cases.

These aforementioned factors will continue to figure in the discussion in Section III, as we address the current doctrinal model for addressing racial and ethnic discrimination based on voluntary behavior. In discussing these cases, the Article proposes that a narrative which is more sensitive to these factors inevitably produces a more equitable resolution of race/ethnicity performance discrimination cases, and one which more directly deals with the equality and justice issues at stake in these conflicts.

III
THE DOCTRINAL DEFINITION OF DISCRIMINATION:
UNDERSTANDING THE STATUS/CONDUCT DISTINCTION

Having explored multiple ways in which individuals are subject to discrimination, the next question is: How does Title VII currently
attempt to intervene in this problem? The statute provides no simple answer, for it does not define discrimination but instead broadly prohibits employers from engaging in "unlawful employment practices," namely, the hiring and firing of workers based on race and national origin, as well as instituting procedures that tend to "limit, segregate, or classify" workers on these impermissible bases. Also, although it generally refers to race and national origin, Title VII does not provide a detailed definition of either term. In the absence of clear statutory definitions that would limit the scope of Title VII's protections, courts have filled the void with judicial definitions based on Fourteenth Amendment equal protection jurisprudence.

The courts' reliance on Fourteenth Amendment cases is to be expected, as Title VII was passed in order to help actualize some of the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection guarantees. Most of the courts' analogies between the Fourteenth Amendment context and Title VII cases have proven relatively uncontroversial. For example, the Supreme Court's Fourteenth Amendment analysis suggests that one of the reasons that races and ethnic groups are offered antidiscrimination protection is because they possess visible, identifiable characteristics that function as irrational bases for stigma; consequently, courts interpreting Title VII have construed the statute as intended primarily to address employment discrimination that is triggered by race/ethnicity-associated morphology. More controversially, however, courts interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment also have held that groups which are defined primarily by practice instead of morphology are not entitled to antidiscrimination protection. Extrapolating from this premise, courts interpreting Title VII similarly have ruled that any part of a morphology-based identity that is prac-

---

244 This analysis adopts Robert Post's understanding of the logic of antidiscrimination law, specifically that it is not intended to eradicate racial categories entirely. Rather, Title VII, like other antidiscrimination statutes, only attempts to partially disrupt racial and ethnic ascription. These laws are not designed to make us entirely colorblind, but instead to disrupt the stigmatic associations made with certain races and ethnic groups. Post calls this approach to studying antidiscrimination statutes the "sociological" study of antidiscrimination law. See Post, supra note 16, at 31.
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Practically based is not entitled to antidiscrimination protection. This more controversial assumption has prevented plaintiffs from prevailing on race and national origin discrimination claims when the discrimination is triggered by voluntary practices associated with protected classes. In short, it has resulted in an involuntary/voluntary or "status/conduct" distinction in Title VII cases.

This Part additionally shows how the seminal cases on race/ethnicity performance are based on under-theorized analogies comparing race and national origin discrimination to gender-based discrimination. In making these comparisons, courts have adopted doctrinal tools and rhetorical constructions that starkly distort the interests raised in discrimination cases concerning race/ethnicity performance. Section A outlines the involuntary/voluntary or natural/artifice framework and shows how several cases decided under this framework would have been resolved better under a race/ethnicity performance analysis. Section B shows that the voluntary/involuntary distinction created in the seminal race/ethnicity performance discrimination cases is based on a framework called the "sex-plus analysis," a doctrine that was narrowly cabined in the face of the threat that the doctrine could disrupt traditional heterosexually-oriented gender distinctions. In contrast, national origin and race discrimination cases about race/ethnicity performance present an entirely different set of thorny concerns, namely, the proper scope of assimilation pressures and the social stratification effects of performance-based discrimination. This Part argues that because the sex-plus framework is not structured to address these concerns, it is wholly unsuited for understanding the issues raised in race/ethnicity performance discrimination cases. Special emphasis is placed on the problems caused by the immutability construct and the "preference" language borrowed from gender performance cases, as these rhetorical tools have caused courts to give short shrift to the social stratification concerns raised by discrimination triggered by race/ethnicity performance.

Section C of this Part outlines the consequences of the courts' misconceived application of the sex-plus framework in race/ethnicity performance cases. The discussion demonstrates that the propositions that inform sex-plus analysis do not hold true in race/ethnicity performance cases. Specifically, courts do not believe there is a general consensus about the social importance of preserving race or ethnicity or the manner in which they should be maintained (as opposed to gender); nor do they generally agree that employers can be trusted to

251 See infra Part III.A (discussing Rogers); infra Part III.B (discussing Gloor).
252 See generally Gloor, 618 F.2d 264; Rogers, 527 F. Supp. 229.
assist in the maintenance of these identity categories. Whether courts’ assumptions about the law’s role in the maintenance of gender are correct is another issue; however, sex-plus analysis is based on the proposition that courts and employers can be entrusted to identify and preserve gender categories in their current form. Indeed, Part III suggests that because the sex-plus framework sanctions and endorses the social maintenance of a particular consensus about a narrow band of gender difference, this framework should not have served as the template for understanding the much broader unresolved question about the social value of race/ethnicity performance.

A. The Importance of a Shift in Paradigm: Applying the Race/Ethnicity Performance Model

A shift in paradigm can have seismic effects on the understanding and explanation of legal problems. Vicki Schultz’s work on the narratives employed in sex discrimination cases amply demonstrates this view. Schultz has shown how the current focus on sexual harassment cases targeting conduct motivated by sexual desire tends to render invisible the experiences of women who face non-sexualized gender discrimination. The consequence is that courts and employers often try to squeeze these non-sexual claims into a desire framework. In her other work, Schultz has demonstrated how courts’ common sense arguments about women’s interest in particular fields has tended to justify sex segregation in employment, with courts relying on the “lack of interest” trope rather than do the analytic work necessary to address these discrimination cases. Collectively, this strand of her work demonstrates the importance of being vigilant in observing how the use of language, tropes, and certain constructs can limit our thinking in ways that cause us to overlook or misrepresent factors that play a central role in causing and maintaining discrimination.

The courts’ reliance on a flawed paradigm in the race/ethnicity performance cases has had similar deleterious effects. Specifically, courts construing Title VII have treated ethnic and racial identity as having two dimensions: a “status” component, which refers to those characteristics that can be traced directly to the stigmatized morpho-